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Briefings
IMF retains India’s growth projections at 7.2%
Going by the projections made by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), India’s growth rate of 7.93 percent in 2015-16
will not be achieved in 2017-18. The IMF in its overview of the
World Economic Outlook has projected a growth rate of 7.2
percent in 2017-18, slightly up from 7.1 percent
in 2016-17. However, the growth will pick up by
2018 and can reach 7.7 percent. The growth rate
dipped to 7.1 percent after the demonetisation
drive in November 2016.
“Growth in India is forecast to pick up further
in 2017 and 2018, in line with the April 2017 forecast. While activity slowed following the currency exchange initiative, growth for 2016 – at 7.1

VERBATIM

percent – was higher than anticipated due to strong government spending and data revisions that show stronger momentum in the first part of the year,” the IMF says.
“Global growth for 2016 is now estimated at 3.2 percent,
slightly stronger than the April 2017 forecast, primarily reflecting much higher growth in Iran
and stronger activity in India following national
accounts revisions. Economic activity in both advanced economies and emerging and developing economies is forecast to accelerate in 2017, to
2 percent and 4.6 percent respectively, with global growth projected to be 3.5 percent, unchanged
from the April forecast,” it says further.

Structures of authority are not
self-justifying

I don’t think we’re smart enough to design in any detail
what a perfectly just and free society would be like. I think
we can give some guidelines and, more significantly, we can
ask how we can progress in that direction. John Dewey, the
leading social philosopher, argued that until all institutions—
production, commerce, media—are under participatory
democratic control, we will not have a functioning
democratic society. As he put it, “Policy will be the shadow
cast by business over society.” Well, it’s essentially true.
Where there are structures of authority, domination, and hierarchy—somebody
gives the orders and somebody takes them—they are not self-justifying. They
have to justify themselves. They have a burden of proof to meet. If you take a
close look, usually you find they can’t justify themselves. If they can’t, we ought
to be dismantling them—trying to expand the domain of freedom and justice
by dismantling that form of illegitimate authority. That’s another task for an
organized, committed, dedicated population: not just to regulate them, but to
ask why they’re there. This comes straight out of the libertarian element of
the Enlightenment and classical liberal thought. It’s also the core principle of
anarchism, but that’s democracy as well.
–From Requeim For the American Dream by Noam Chomsky (Seven Stories Press, 2017)

He had severe infection
of ‘Black Money’... with
this treatment he will be
fine very soon!

Third Eye
by
Ajit Pathak

The soul of India resides in
pluralism and tolerance... We
may argue, we may agree or we may
not agree. But we cannot deny the essential prevalence of multiplicity of
opinion. Otherwise, a fundamental
character of our thought process will
wither away.
President Pranab Mukherjee in his outgoing speech

Sad but true
n

n

n

n

24 ASI protected monuments
are now untraceable due
to illegal encroachment
The list includes a cemetery at
Barakhamba, Delhi
11 out of 24 monuments that
have ‘disappeared’ are in Uttar
Pradesh
ASI has spent `23,551.95 lakh
(2014-15), `23,746.25 lakh (201516) and `30,176.22 lakh (201617) in the past three years on
the conservation of protected
monuments
Source: Ministry of culture , in a
written reply in the Lok Sabha
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Gift books, not bouquets, to the prime minister
At the PN Panicker Reading Day launch in June,
prime minister Narendra Modi had appealed
people to “give a book instead of a bouquet
as a greeting”, saying there is no joy greater
than reading and no strength greater than
knowledge. Just a month later, the union home
ministry came up with a directive asking all
states and union territories to avoid presenting
bouquets to the prime minister during his
tour. “It has been desired by the competent
authority that no bouquet be presented to the
prime minister. At best will be a flower along with a khadi handkerchief or a
book may be presented to welcome the dignitary,” the ministry said in an official
statement. The prime minister had recently suggested in his radio address ‘Mann
ki Baat’ that bouquets be replaced by khadi gifts for greeting visiting dignitaries.

What’s on the platter?
Days after the CAG pointed out that the food served
by the Indian Railways is unfit for consumption,
a passenger on board Poorva Express noticed a
lizard in the food he had ordered from the train’s
catering service. Soon after the passenger raised
an alarm and tweeted his complaint, he was taken
care of and given medicines. “Strict action taken.
Catering Contract of Poorva Express has been terminated immediately,” tweeted the ministry of railways.
Something similar happened at the parliament canteen a couple of days before this incident. A senior official of the Lok Sabha’s reporting branch fell sick
on consuming pongal and curd rice from the canteen. According to reports,
right after consuming a few bites, the official complained of ill health. A spider
was found in what he had been served.

What people searched about the president of India

Science in space,
science on the ground

Prof UR Rao
(1932-2017)

Prof Yash Pal
(1926-2017)

India lost two of its eminent scientists, Prof UR Rao and Prof Yash
Pal, on July 24. Rao served in various capacities, including as chairman of ISRO, secretary, department of space, and chancellor of
the Indian Institute of Science and
Technology at Thiruvananthapuram. He was the man behind India’s
first satellite, Aryabhatta. Scientists
and educator Yash Pal, on the other
hand, became a cult figure with his
science-based programme Turning Point on Doordarshan during
the 1990s. He contributed to the
study of cosmic rays, high-energy
physics, astrophysics and development. Pal also served as the chief
consultant of the planning commission and as UGC chairman. Both
Rao and Pal were honoured with
Padma Bhushan as well as Padma
Vibhushan for their exemplary services in the field of science.

Guardianship matters

In about 140 characters
Sujoy @CW_dynastycrook
Never understood why sport
teams are divided by gender.
Why not just one team?
#WWC17Final #INDvENG

Gappistan Radio @
GappistanRadio
Opening any government
website is a nice trip down
memory lane to the internet in the
early 1990s.

The WCD ministry is recommending that mothers should be made
the natural guardians of their child
instead of the father, reported The
Indian Express. The need was felt
because, during divorce cases,
women have to apply for the custody of their children as fathers are
the natural guardian. The ministry
has submitted a report to a committee set up by the external affairs
ministry, which is examining issues
related to women married to NRIs.

Visit us at www.governancenow.com n twitter.com/governancenow n facebook.com/governancenow
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Society

Across the threshold
A social media campaign aims to bridge gaps between
communities by urging people to visit ‘people unlike us’
Pranita Kulkarni

A

s Zahida Shabnam, a history
professor and a television anchor, stepped into one of the
ghettoes of the Gadiya Lohar
community in Jaipur on a sunny Saturday recently, the women there did
not seem too keen to let her mingle
with them. In her blue cotton kurti,
Shabnam seemed to typify to them an
NGO worker. Prejudice raised its hood
in minds of the women of the nomadic
tribe, in their colourful ghaghras and
vibrant Rajasthani ornaments.
“They were not too happy about the
local NGO workers they were familiar
with,” says Shabnam. These workers
would just click pictures, make promises, but never return to do any real work,
they complained to her when the ice
was broken. For that to happen, Shabnam had to tell them that she was there
to actually understand the lives of the
Gadiya Lohars, to know the community
and its culture better. On the spot she
found hersef invited to a Gadiya Lohar
wedding that was taking place the same
day. The women gave her a black and
golden ghaghra and some of their lighter ornaments. Shabnam says she never
imagined it would happen, but found
herself joining the women in their traditional dance, with which the baraat
begins. “In their community, women
do not accompany the baraat, but the
men asked me to join them if I wished.
It was such a big gesture on their part. I
did not go, as I didn’t have enough time.
I stayed with the women instead, and
helped them cook lunch, and mingled
with their children,” she says. By the
time she was leaving, such a good bond
had been formed with them that the
farewell was an emotional affair.
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Zahida Shabnam was one of the
several participants of social activist
Shabnam Hashmi’s anti-segregation
campaign, called ‘Mere Ghar Aa Ke
Toh Dekho (Come, visit my home)’. The
three-day campaign that kicked off on
July 20 was launched to challenge preconceived notions about people belonging to another community, class, caste,
religion, sexual orientation, language
or region. Much like the theme of a recent TV commercial of a tea brand – in
which the distance between the two
neighbours of different faiths is shown
being reduced by an invitation to tea –
the campaign focused on reducing the
distance between people from different backgrounds. Although the campaign was mostly propagated via social
media, it received response from 18
states, including Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh
and Jammu and Kashmir. Hashmi had
urged people to meet at least one family from a different community so that
they would understand it better. They
were asked to videograph the visit or
shoot pictures as a takeaway of their
experience. A number of such videos

“I decided I wouldn’t
put an end to my career
because of their mindset
and prejudices about the
Muslim community,” says
Pooja Shah. “That’s why I
decided to go to Juhapura
as part of the ‘Mere
Ghar Aa Ke Toh Dekho’
programme.”

have been uploaded on the Facebook
page of the campaign.
Zahida Shabnam has a few takeaways from her visit. She told Governance Now her religion did not have
any role to play during her visit to the
nomadic community’s basti. “There
was no reluctance or inhibition from
either side once we started talking,”
she says. “They were open people. I
also got to see that there is a significant
change in their thinking as well. Having been traditionally nomadic, they
want to settle down now. They want
to progress.” She says most children of
the community attend school and are
quite smart. Though it was the mukhiya’s son’s wedding that day, none of the
children wanted to skip school. “I was
positively surprised,” she says. “I asked
one of the children to stay back and
spend some time with me, but he left
anyway.” The history professor says
the visit helped shape her perception
of the community.
According to Hashmi, the root of
prejudice and bias is segregation. The
idea of the campaign came up because
she was perturbed by the hatred and
violence perpetrated across the country. “I have extensively worked in Gujarat, and there, there are areas and
there are borders. On one side there
are Hindus, and on the other side,
there are Muslims. This ghettoisation
of both the communities is happening everywhere,” she says. However,
through the campaign, an attempt has
been made to reverse it.
Pooja Shah from Ahmedabad speaks
of how these unmarked borders would
have tripped her up in her very first
steps towards a career. A fresh graduate, she has been offered a job in the
Sarkhej area of the city, but her family
and friends advised her against joining
because her commute would take her
through Juhapura, a Muslim-dominated area. She was told it was dangerous.
“I decided I wouldn’t put an end to my
career because of their mindset and
prejudices about the Muslim community,” she says. “That’s why I decided
to go to Juhapura as part of the ‘Mere
Ghar Aa Ke Toh Dekho’ programme.”
But not everyone experienced the

Zahida Shabnam helping women
of the Gadiya Lohar community
prepare lunch in Jaipur

kind of opening-up that Shabnam or
Shah did during their visits. In Gaddha colony, near Badarpur in Delhi,
things did not go so well when 55-yearold Farida Khan, who runs a coaching
centre for girl dropouts, visited a few
Hindu families. Of late, there has been
some disturbance in the area: a videoclip of a Muslim youth beating up a
non-Muslim had gone viral over the
past week and caused some communal tension. Against this backdrop, the
divide made itself very apparent. The
campaigners had hoped that such conversations would take place over tea or
snacks. Lunch or dinner might be offered. In the process some of the barriers might fall. But Farida Khan discovered, to her chagrin, that the family she
visited did not offer her even a glass of
water. Perhaps it’s the socioeconomic
profile of the area and the levels of education in the area that were to blame.
The hosts, native to Agra, live in a
small one-storey house. In the narrow
living room, where Khan sat on charpoy across from her hosts, the women
of the house say they were all for peace
and harmony between the communities. But prejudices were openly expressed. “Our block is very calm. It’s
the D-block, where Muslims are in a
majority, that is tense all the time,” one
of the women told Khan as this reporter followed the conversation. Discussions veered into arguments on topics

such as triple talaq and Uttar Pradesh
chief minister Yogi Adityanath. Khan
told her hosts that she objects to some
of Yogi Adityanath’s statements only to
run up against a vehement defence.
Khan told this reporter that Muslims in
the locality live in fear and under pressure. “I have educated my son and I’ve
asked him to dress in modern clothes,
but he refuses,” she says. “He wears
a skullcap, keeps a beard. I’m scared
he’ll be targeted someday for being a
Muslim,” she said. On June 22, Junaid
Ahmed, a 15-year-old boy, was stabbed
to death on a train in Haryana: his assailants identified and mocked him as
a Muslim because of his attire and set
upon him because he was a “beef-eater” after all. Khan probably had that
incident in mind.
Hashmi says she hasn’t seen any
videos of participants not having a
good experience with hosts, but she
is aware of some videos from Maharashtra where the awkwardness was
visible. “Mostly, the videos and stories
we have received are positive and very
interesting. A boy from Hyderabad realised he hasn’t visited his grandmother in a while; when he heard of our
campaign, he went and met her and
sent us a picture of his grandmother.
It’s sweet how people are interpreting
the message in different ways,” says
Hashmi. Some participants have chosen to visit shelter homes and NGOs.

“This was thought up as a very small
experiment,” says Hashmi. “We didn’t
think it was going to change much,
but we had given this call. And the response we received is very encouraging. Local organisations have picked it
up, and they have asked us not to stop
the campaign after three days, so we’re
seeing if we could make it a weekly or
bimonthly thing.”
According to Hashmi’s team, over
4,000 people from 18 states participated in the campaign. It ran successfully even in strife-torn Jammu
and Kashmir. A team of three youths
– Ishtiaque, Rafaquat and Rauf – interviewed Sikhs and Muslims from a
Sikh-majority village called Turboni.
They explored the relationship between the communities from both
sides’ perspective. Rafaquat tells Governance Now, “We were really apprehensive about the campaign. We were
wondering if they’d understand what
these random Muslim guys are talking about, and why. But our experience turned out to be really amazing.
We saw real solidarity in the village,
where a gurudwara and a masjid are
on the same street.” Rafaquat says the
feeling of concord between the communities was mutual. Perhaps such
campaigns will help reinforce and
highlight such feelings. n
pranita@governancenow.com
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YASHWANT SINHA, former finance minister

“The
reforms
process
has been
very slow”
Last year the nation marked the 25th
anniversary of the launch of economic
liberalisation. Back in those tumultuous days, Yashwant Sinha was an important part of the dramatis personae
involved in the reforms process. As finance minister in the short-lived Chandra Shekhar government, he steered the
economy during a critical phase, and
later, as finance minister in the NDA
government, he gave the reform narrative a bipartisan support. In July, Sinha,
along with co-editor Vinay K Srivastava,
published a collection of essays on the
reform saga, titled The Future of Indian
Economy: Past Reforms and Challenges
Ahead (Rupa Publications). Sinha spoke
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to Swati Chandra about the eclectic
anthology as well as about the economy.
Edited excerpts:

How was the idea of this book
conceived?

It was conceived by my co-editor Vinay
K Srivastava, who is an academician. I
thought it was a good idea. There have
been several books written on economic reforms in the last 25 years but these
were by single authors. A compilation
of views by different experts to cover most aspects of economic reforms
was the idea behind this book. I have
also contributed an essay that deals
with people’s acceptance of economic

reforms. I and Vinay have done an introductory essay as well. Overall, the
book is a very good progress report of
the 25 years of economic reforms and
brings together domain knowledge
from various experts.

You have written that an ‘East India
Company syndrome’ is responsible for
opposition to reforms.

The overall theme of my essay is the
acceptability of the reforms in India. I
have said that people who have opposed
the reforms in the last 25 years have
been generally mentioning a set of arguments and one of those arguments has
been the fear of economic colonisation,
which is what the East India Company

Photos : arun kumar

did. It is easy to mislead people by saying that, ‘Look, this is what the company
did; this is how India came under the
British rule through commerce.’ So commerce has emerged as a tool of not only
exploitation by the more powerful but
it has also emerged as a tool of political
mastery over a country or region.
I mentioned this to emphasise that it
is easy to raise this point at an emotional level and mislead people. And at the
same time, I have also said that foreign
investment is not the sum total of the
economic reforms. In many cases, the
commitment of a government to economic reforms is generally measured
with the rest of the developed world.

What are the ‘challenges ahead’ – the
subtitle of the book?

They are many. The first is to make the
economic reforms acceptable by the
people. If we do not do that, there will
be opposition by the political parties, in
parliament, by the states, and more importantly, at the level of people at large.
The other point is how we define
economic reforms. I define it as any
step which will fuel economic growth
or give impetus to economic growth.
Now, there are banking reforms, which
makes the life of corporates easy. There
are reforms in the area of ease of doing
business. There are reforms in the capital market which help investors. There

are reforms in taxation. But these do
not touch the lives of common citizens
directly. We are sitting in a beautiful
sector of Noida, but a few miles away
from here, there are people living without proper infrastructure. So it is very
easy to go to people living under those
conditions and say, ‘economic reforms
are bad and did nothing for you.’ They
will be persuaded and will support
parties which are anti-reforms.
One of the major governance failures in the last 70 years is that we have
not been able to solve two primary issues. One is to provide livelihood, and
two is to provide quality of life to the
people. There are many villages which

www.GovernanceNow.com
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do not have roads, drinking water facility, better health and education.
People who are still living under such
conditions are naturally dissatisfied
with the whole process of economic reforms and they turn against it. So, the
prescription should be that along with
taking steps that fuel growth, the government must take steps which will directly impact the lives of the people. I
have been emphasising on identifying
the basic needs of the people. This debate on basic needs has been on since
the 1930s, when the Congress constituted a committee under Nehru to decide what the basic needs were and
decide a plan to meet the needs of the
people. There were several plans after plans and we have now reached
a stage where the planning commission has been abolished, but the basic
needs of people are still not met. We
have achieved a very high growth rate,
but has the market directly contributed
to the welfare of the people? No. This
responsibility of livelihood provision
and quality of life improvement steps
should be the direct responsibility of
the centre and the states.

At the book launch, you said that
most parties are opportunistic when
it comes to reforms. Is it the case with
GST and Aadhaar?

Yes, definitely. The two major political
parties, the BJP and the Congress, have
been changing their stands depending
upon whether they are in the government or in the opposition. There are
parties who have an ideological opposition to reforms. We have ideological
differences with them and that is understood. But with major political parties, it is not ideological but political.
The insurance sector reform is a
very good example of this. When Chidambaram was the finance minister in
1996-98, he brought a bill on the insurance sector. Within his own coalition,
there were parties which opposed it.
We were for internal liberalisation of
the insurance sector but not for foreign
direct investment. When he moved
the bill, the socialists and the communists opposed it in parliament and the
bill was withdrawn. Soon after, when
I became FM and consulted experts, I

10 GovernanceNow | August 15, 2017

found that the internal liberalisation
position was not valid. Because we
needed huge investment and Rs 100
crore should have been the minimum
equity of the company. There were
very few companies which were in
a position to invest this much. Then I
was convinced that we needed foreign
investment. So I prepared a bill and
took it to the cabinet and it was finally introduced in parliament. That bill
had a provision for 49 percent foreign
investment and 51 percent Indian investment and the rest of the provisions
were built on this basis. It was the Congress then that started opposing the bill
saying that we will not allow foreign investment more than 26 percent. We did

“The most important step
that we need to take is to
improve the economy: if
the economy picks up, then
the NPA problem will be
generally taken care of...
Now, we are growing at
over 7 percent. Obviously
it’s not sufficient; we need to
grow faster.”

not have majority in the Rajya Sabha
and thus we had to make compromises. This was one compromise that NDA
made and we decided on 26 percent
foreign investment. This is how the bill
was passed. But just four years down
the line, when UPA-I came to power,
Chidambaram got enlightenment like
Gautam Buddha and they brought a
bill in parliament proposing that foreign investment should be capped at 49
percent. The bill remained stalled and
even saw the 2008 recession period.
We gave a report stating that we don’t
approve the idea of raising foreign investment to 49 percent. Whenever I
was consulted, I used to give views on
what could have been done. However,
the BJP leadership at that time did not

even accept my formula and the bill
remained pending. When we came to
power in 2014, we were in such a hurry
that we did this through an ordinance.
So where was the commitment of the
BJP when we were in the opposition?
Coming to the GST, it was supported
by the BJP in the party manifesto in
2009 but two states ruled by BJP were
not in favour of it. We have also passed
the Aadhaar bill as a money bill. So,
views change depending on whether
you are in the government or in the opposition. This is the pattern of the Indian politics.

Is there any advantage in making
Aadhaar a super ID?

There are many problems in the Aadhaar. I will mention a few. In NDA, we
came up with an idea of citizens’ identity card and later the need for National
Population Register was realised after
the Census of 2001. The UPA-II started
Aadhaar without a law; so, many people challenged it. They brought a bill
and it was so defective that the committee on finance rejected it. Second,
you can’t proceed on two tracks. There
was NPR as well as Aadhaar, meaning
50 percent of the population was to be
covered under NPR and another 50
percent was to be covered under Aadhaar. Meanwhile, even Chidambaram
as home minister had raised doubts on
the data collection and protection issues. Thirdly, it was already in public
domain through media reports that it
was being misused. It was mentioned
that it will be available to all residents,
not citizens, (that would also include)
illegal immigrants. Nobody talks about
NPR anymore. It is Aadhaar all the way
now. It has a legislative sanction and is
being made compulsory. I myself could
not link PAN with Aadhaar as my name
on the PAN was Yashwant Sinha and
on the Aadhaar it was Shri Yashwant
Sinha. Later I got a new Aadhaar card
made – this too happened with a lot of
difficulties as the scanner was not able
to read my fingerprints. What I am saying is that with biometric details there
are problems. A labourer who works
with his hands has his fingerprints
blurred. So it is not a 100 percent proof
of identity throughout life. There are

serious privacy issues and one does not
know whether it will succeed or not.

Is the process of reforms in India slow?

The process of reforms has been very
slow, unlike in China – especially, the
economic reforms which require legislative changes and states’ consensus.
The results have also been slow. Therefore in 25 years we have not been able
to reach where other countries have
reached [in the same period].

If you were part of the government,
which reforms would you have
prioritised?
We have not been able to
on FDI in retail, labour
reforms, privatisation
of PSUs, PSU banks, the
whole area of subsidies,
open markets, a common market for agriculture, other agricultural reforms, and land
acquisition.
Then there are issues
which are larger than
economic reforms: say,
administrative reforms.
Do we have the administrative structure and

do anything

machinery to support the economic
reforms process? No. We are trying to
do that through the old creaky machinery that we inherited from the British.
Then comes the need for judicial reforms. There have been instances of
judicial interference in economic reforms. At the drop of a hat one can go
to the court and get a stay order. There
are many heads where we have not
made any progress and these should
be the subject for future reforms.

What do you think of the bank NPA
problem? Is the government working
in the right direction to deal with it?

The Future of Indian
Economy, past reforms
and challenges ahead
Rupa, 361 pages, `795

It is largely the outcome of the administrative and policy
paralysis of the UPA
government. As a result, a very large number of projects were
stalled in various sectors, be mining, power or road, and where
NPAs have accumulated. When I was the
spokesperson of the
BJP on economic issues until 2014, people

would ask me what you will do if you
come to power and my standard reply
was the first thing that we would do is
to get rid of the policy and administrative paralysis and take policy steps to
clear the backlog of stalled projects so
that we could move faster. However,
in the last three years, a lot of progress has been made but it has not been
sufficient to clear the NPA problem. I
recently saw a report stating that the
bank credit growth has hit a 20-year
low. There is no money in banks. The
NPA problem should have been resolved much, much earlier. When I
was the finance minister during 199091, it was a much bigger problem. We
took a number of steps. The most important step that we need to take is
to improve the economy: if economy
picks up then the NPA problem will
be generally taken care of. If economy
remains in a slow mode then it is difficult. Now, we are growing at over 7
percent. Obviously it’s not sufficient,
we need to grow faster. So the stalled
projects and the NPA problem are still
major problems in the economy. n
swati@governancenow.com
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Deadly
smoke signals
As India struggles to check tobacco use and the losses it inflicts, tobacco firms up the ante
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mention is made, in at least one company’s blueprint, of
tactics to trip up groups involved in anti-tobacco policy advocacy. At the political level, these behemoths are working
to gain political influence – bribes are not mentioned, of
course, but it’s well known they are given at the enforcehere are a zillion secret reasons why people start
ment level and that top authorities cannot keep their poon the one habit that has not even a single bensitions without their nod. They are also trying to present
efit, worsens their health from the very first day,
a larger ‘public interest’ aspect – whatever that means –
uglifies their teeth and makes them smell unto the issue. Rich tobacco farmers’ groups and beedi and
bearably foul, and what’s worse, is a major cause
gutka millionaires are also at work, trying to present the
of cancer. We are speaking, of course, of smoking or othissue as one of the small farmer being robbed of a livelierwise ingesting tobacco. (Even alcohol in strict moderahood. They claim that tobacco farmers should also have
tion is supposed to be good for the heart.) The real reasons
a say in policy-making on tobacco. It won’t be surprising
people start taking tobacco are secret because, after all,
if these noise-makers and poster-mongers are found to be
who will confess to taking up smoking because some actor,
in the pay of the very foreign tobacco firms they claim to
writer, or celeb looked cool with a cigarette, some mirror
be opposing. Yes, the logic is a bit weird, but these farmers
made them look suitably rebellious, some tobacco-glamgroups have insinuated that anti-tobacco groups are in fact
orising ad judo-tricked their mind, or some friends made
working against the poor tobacco farmer and for foreign
them feel left out without the smoky halo or the jaw worktobacco companies!
ing away on something chewy or granular? Once they start
Against such an assault from the pro-tobacco lobby,
on tobacco, however, users are bound to it by the nearly
what is the Indian government doing? On the one hand, it
unbreakable chain of chemistry and physiology. The mamakes no bones about its intention to check
jority of those who begin remain users for the
the use of tobacco. Since the 1990s, a series
rest of their lives. “You don’t quit cigarettes,
of measures have been introduced – a ban
they quit you one day,” as Sumitra Hooda Ped- Insurance firms
advertising tobacco products, ban on
nekar puts it (see profile on page 24).
ought to be paying on
smoking in public places, pictorial warnings
The weed that conquistadors and exploron cigarette packs that are no longer a joke,
ers first saw Native Americans smoking has for or subsidising
health-risk warnings in films in which peosince built mercantile and colonial empires
tobacco-quitting
ple are shown smoking or using tobacco. But
on the basis of that addictive power. The state,
enforcement at ground level is lax. Also, as
in every form, has profited from it over four programmes.
the PIL by the gutsy Sumitra Hooda Pednekor five centuries; equally, corporates have acInstead, we have
ar and others shows, different wings of the
quired financial might and political clout on
government work at cross-purposes: while
the strength of tobacco. While this was ig- public-sector
health ministry pants in the Sisyphean
nored or condoned till the early decades of
insurers investing the
exertions of trying to reduce the use of tothe twentieth century, once the health risks of
bacco and totting up the overall national loss
tobacco use became established, tobacco com- in tobacco giants.
in lives and productivity from tobacco use,
panies have deployed insidious means to keep
the finance ministry has public-sector insurtheir products desirable and in sale. They
ance companies investing in highly profitare known to fund political parties and poliable tobacco firms and justifying it as purely business deticians, they are known to influence policy and taxation,
cisions. Our cover package takes up these issues in detail.
they are known to bend every rule or find a way past it,
Meanwhile, two thoughts. It is through the power of
whether it comes to advertising bans, pictorial warnings,
association that people are usually drawn to the tobacco
free sampling or tax slabs. As countries in the West clamp
habit. Why hasn’t the government effectively harnessed its
down on tobacco and educated populations wake up to the
power to keep people off? From early years in school, efdangers of tobacco use, international tobacco giants have
fective audio-visual campaigns, using graphic material unturned their attention to the developing world, especially
der expert guidance, repeated over the years in school and
the emerging economies, in their quest for enriching marcollege might reinforce the idea that tobacco, like drugs,
kets. As anti-tobacco campaigners and enforcement auis not a good habit after all – even though a cigarette danthorities labour to curb tobacco use, they find themselves
gling in the corner of the mouth might seem uber-cool.
up against the formidable financial clout, alarming strateAnd where are the government-run clinics to help people
gies, and insidious tactics of tobacco companies.
quit? In many western countries, life and healthcare insurThe battle is playing out in India too. Some internationers pay for or subsidise such treatment. Perhaps it would
al tobacco giants have their targets pretty well defined. Rebe a bit too much to expect Indian insurers to do so: after
sponding in a cold and professional manner to the steady
all, they invest in tobacco firms! n
increase in anti-tobacco measures in certain countries, they
have readied blueprints to target youth, and to counter the
work of voluntary groups working against tobacco. Special
sbeaswaran@governancenow.com
SB Easwaran
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The
Tobacco

War
Archana Mishra

T

obacco companies are not known to be the
fairest of fighters in market battles. But
Philip Morris International (PMI) seems to
have gone to extremes in its grand strategy to sweep the Indian market, where an
estimated 2 million people take up smoking every year. A presentation on the Indian market by Philip Morris (the makers of
Marlboro cigarettes) that has been accessed and released by
Reuters news agency recently singles out some anti-tobacco
groups for special attention. And from among anti-tobacco
lobbyists, it marks out the photograph of Dr K Srinath Reddy
– a prominent cardiologist from AIIMS, an expert on public
health, and chairman of the Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI) – with a red circle. Dr Reddy’s photo finds its place
among those of seven other global advocates of anti-tobacco
policies, including Dr Judith Mackay, former advisor to the
WHO; Prof Rob Moodie, Australia-based public health expert
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The tobacco
industry has
taken off its
gloves and is
going after
anti-tobacco
lobbyists

who advocates a dedicated tobacco tax; and Prof Simon
Chapman, an acclaimed tobacco-control activist. But none of
these is marked out in red.
“I deem it an honour,” says Dr Reddy. “I regard the tobacco industry marking me out as a principal adversary the best
possible recognition of my impact as an advocate and agent
of change.” HRIDAY, or Health Related Information Dissemination Among Youth, which he set up in 1992, during his
tenure at AIIMS as a cardiologist, educates youth about the
dangers of tobacco and alcohol and encourages them to follow nutritious diets. Besides, PHFI has been at the forefront
of anti-tobacco advocacy among policymakers.
The singling out of Dr Reddy and some groups may be
part of a global offensive by tobacco giants. On July 19, World
Health Organisation (WHO) published its report on the global
tobacco epidemic, in which Dr Douglas Bettcher, its director
for prevention of non-communicable diseases, pointed to the
continuous interference of the tobacco industry in government policy-making as a deadly barrier to advancing health
and development. Dr Bettcher did not name any country, but
from how PMI’s strategy honchos put forth their roadmap for
India, it’s clear that India is in their crosshairs.

arun kumar
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A slide from the Philip Morris presentation, with Dr Reddy’s photo circled in red
“The tobacco industry is known to
target tobacco control advocates the
world over through tactics of intimidation, harassment, misinformation and
covert attacks on their organisations,”
says Dr Reddy. “I’m not surprised to
see the Philip Morris document including me in the select group of public health champions who have been
committed advocates of global tobacco control. However, the fact that my
photograph has been specially marked
out with a red circle indicates that I am
being specially targeted for my role in
effectively negotiating for strong provisions in the Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control (FCTC) and organising the first International Conference
on Tobacco Control and advocating for
effective tobacco control measures in
India.”
Importantly, Dr Reddy has been representing India in important tobacco
control conferences. In 2003, he was
a key negotiator of the Indian delegation, appointed by the government for
the FCTC, the world’s first public health
treaty related to tobacco. Last year,
when the seventh session of the Conference of the Parties (COP7) was held
in India for the first time, Dr Reddy
was once again appointed key negotiator by the Indian government. His
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organisations have worked in tandem
with the health ministry on the external evaluation of the National Tobacco
Control Programme in 2012-13.
In all, the Philip Morris document
(of 2014) lists 12 Indian anti-tobacco
organistions under the head ‘Corporate Affairs Approach and Issue’. Besides Dr Reddy’s organisations, on the
list are the Voluntary Health Institution of India (VHAI), HRIDAY, the Institute of Public Health (Karnataka), and
the Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan
Voluntary Health Association. It also
includes state-run agencies like Gujarat Tobacco Control Cell and the Directorate of Public Health and Preventive
Medicine, Tamil Nadu. While the document sticks to euphemism, there is no

“I deem it an honour,”
says Dr K Srinath Reddy.
“I regard the tobacco
industry marking
me out as a principal
adversary the best
possible recognition of
my impact.”

subtlety about what the tobacco giant
wants to achieve: [from] “tracking, responding or challenging these organisations when appropriate to playing
political games to have a political cover
and win.”
Says Bhavna Mukhopadhyay, executive director of VHAI, “We are on the
hit-list of these companies because our
work is making a difference in terms
of tobacco consumption. We are able
to influence policies and having an impact.” The VHAI works with the health
ministry in its National Tobacco Control Programme (NTCP). Its representatives were on the expert committee
on increasing the size of the pictorial
warning mandated on all tobacco products to 85 percent of the package. The
organisation also provides expertise
and shares evidence on anti-tobacco
use. At the cutting edge, it works on
the implementation and compliance of
the Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products Act (COTPA), 2003, by sensitising
important stakeholders and supporting the local administration with technical expertise and by creating public
awareness. As to targetting by tobacco
giant Philip Morris, like Dr Reddy, she
says it’s a “badge of honour”.
For Mukhopadhyay, the fall in number of tobacco users by 81 lakh, according to the WHO Global Adult Tobacco
Survey-2 (2016-17), is a big dent on the
tobacco business. “Take these figures
as a decline in the number of tobacco
buyers. This plunge in tobacco consumption from 34.6 percent in 2009-10
to 28.6 percent in 2016-17 shows how
tobacco companies have lost business
in all these years,” she says.
Governance Now contacted Philip
Morris’s Delhi office for comments, but
they refused to share contact details or
e-mail IDs of executives.

Hitting the kitty

The PHFI, the Institute of Public Health
(Karnataka) and VHAI’s state unit in
Assam receive funds from Bloomberg
Philanthropies, provider of the biggest anti-tobacco funding in Asia. The
group has since 2012 spent almost $4
million on 12 anti-tobacco advocacy
groups. In the last six months, however, the funding of these organisations

arun kumar

has been disturbed. The foreign funding licences of the PHFI, the Assam
Voluntary Health Association (which
works as an autonomous unit VHAI, as
do all of its state-level units), and the
Institute of Public Health were not renewed: the termination of the Foreign
Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) licence means they cannot accept funds
such as those provided by Bloomberg
Philanthropies.
A January statement from the Institute of Public Health says: “Unfortunately, we have not been provided
any reason for the refusal to renew our
FCRA registration. On repeated e-mails
and formal inquiries, no reason has
been provided yet and we continue to
sincerely appeal to the government to
provide us with reasons for this refusal.” It goes on to say: “In the lack of any
reason forthcoming, we are forced to
believe that vested industry interests
could have played role in maligning
and misrepresenting IPH’s work. We
have made a sincere evidential appeal
to concerned authority adducing facts
and figures about IPH’s public health
activities over time. Unfortunately, this
appeal was also denied without providing any information on the reasons.”
Similarly, it has been three months
since Dr Reddy’s PHFI lost its FCRA
licence; again, there has been no response from the government to questions on why the licence has not been
renewed. Although there has been talk
that PHFI may have been targeted because of Dr Reddy’s perceived closeness to the the previous UPA regime
and Dr Reddy has offered to quit to
make way for someone else to run the
show so that the work continues, there
are sinister undertones to the whole
affair and how sharply the blow was
struck. People from the field are inclined to believe that the tobacco lobby
might have been at work.

Flank attack

The onslaught takes some devious
tacks. Says Ashim Sanyal of Consumer
VOICE, a voluntary action group that
filed a suit against the ‘Made for Each
Other’ campaign of Wills cigarettes,
an ITC brand, “Lobbying is generally
through putting frontal faces. There

Pictorial warnings may be further increased. The new idea is plain packaging – no branding
are tobacco farmers who are made to
stand as representatives on behalf of
tobacco industries.” He was referring
to groups such as the Federation of
All India Farmers Association (FAIFA),
which has been putting up posters of
forlorn farmers and seeking to “protect their livelihood” against the onslaught of “foreign-funded anti-tobacco lobbies”.
FAIFA, a society registered under
the Andhra Pradesh Societies Registration Act, 2001, was set up in 2015 and
is headquartered in Guntur. Andhra
Pradesh is one of the major tobaccoproducing states of India. FAIFA came
into the limelight when India hosted
COP7 (or the seventh Conference of
the Parties, where all parties to the

FAIFA, a group that
represents tobacco
farmers, has alleged that
foreign-funded NGOs
are out to harm poor
farmers. It thanked the
govt for acting against
some anti-tobacco NGOs.

Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control meet for discussion) last year.
It demanded that the prime minister
boycott the convention; it was riled the
most when the WHO’s FCTC convention secretariat rejected its application
for the status of observer at the conference. Generally, the media, industries
and private organisations are not allowed to attend the convention because they might have connections to
the tobacco industry.
FAIFA then went to Delhi high court
on the grounds that the conference
guidelines are not binding on the Indian government as there is no domestic law enacted by parliament to adopt/
implement the treaty. It’s petition also
said that India’s hosting of and participation in COP7 went against the
interests of tobacco farmers. The argument runs somewhat like this: the
FCTC (which, under Article 21, speaks
of providing alternatives to wean tobacco farmers away from the cash
crop) is not enacted by parliament nor
is there any Indian law making it binding on the country, whereas the Tobacco Board Act of 1975, an Indian law, is
for promotion of tobacco cultivation.
So the government should rather go by
an Indian law. “We are working on behalf of farmers. Our livelihood should
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A man on a mission
Tobacco companies resort to surreptitious tricks to get around
the ban on advertising. Dr SK Arora fights back
of advertising and visual publicity
(DAVP), the centre’s publicity wing.
“They said they are not the enforcement agency,” says Arora.
In enforcing the ban on surrogate
or the last two years Dr SK Arora,
advertising, police has a proactive
chief tobacco control officer and
role to play. It is an enforcement agenadditional director health, Delhi, has
cy that can initiate action on the violabeen working on a mission with betion. But so far Arora has not received
fitting zeal. He has been campaigning
any action taken reagainst surrogate adco urtesy: state tobacco control cell
port from police. He
vertisements by tobacsays, “It is not a comco firms. For this, the
poundable
offence
man in his fifties visits
where you cut chaldozens of kiosks and
lans or take action
writes to a plethora of
on the spot. An FIR
authorities to do somehas to be filed and a
thing about misleading
court case has to be
advertisements.
initiated.”
“Pataka Industries
Delhi, he says, is
Pvt Ltd, Shikhar Gutka
the only state in the
Pvt Ltd, Kuber Group
country which has
(Kuber khaini) and Som
called for filing FIRs
Pan Product Pvt Ltd
against
surrogate
(Dilbag) are the tobacadvertisements. Of
co companies violating
course, “it’s not DelThe Cigarette and Other
hi alone where violations are taking
Tobacco Products (Prohibition of Adplace, surrogate advertisements are
vertisements and Regulation of Trade
shown everywhere. But Delhi is the
and Commerce, Production, Supply
state which has taken the initiative,”
and Distribution) Act, 2003 [COPTA]
says Arora.
through surrogate advertisements,”
Usually, the main task of a tobacsays Arora.
co control office in a state is to raise
He tells Governance Now that the
awareness about the ill effects of toAct prohibits direct or indirect probacco as well as about tobacco conmotion of a tobacco brand/trademark.
trol laws to help users to quit tobacco.
But these companies use some inArora has taken up the task in full senocuous products to popularise their
riousness. Recently, his concerted efbrands. For example, Pataka Indusforts stopped big cigarette companies
tries, a bidi manufacturer, is promotfrom putting advertisements at pointing the brand by advertising Pataka
of-sale anywhere in the capital.
tea. Likewise, Shikhar, Dilbag and KuHe says tobacco control is possible
ber are primarily gutka/chewable toonly if COTPA is enforced effectively.
bacco manufacturers but are promot“Though we need amendments or exing the brand as pan masalas.
tensions in certain legal provisions,
Arora has been writing letters to
we have enough laws and the need of
the health ministry, the Advertising
the hour is to enforce the existing laws
Standards Council of India and Delhi
religiously and genuinely. We should
police, among others. In two years,
strengthen implementation through
his department has not received any
different modalities,” says Arora.
response except from the directorate
Archana Mishra
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not be affected,” says Murali Babu,
general secretary of FAIFA, himself a
tobacco farmer, though by no means a
small farmer: he told Governance Now
he owns 40 acres of tobacco-producing
land. He says FAIFA is funded through
contributions from farmers.
FAIFA was most visible in Delhi and
other major cities with its poster campaign last year; even today, its posters
are seen on several auto-rickshaws in
Delhi and on hoardings at prominent
places. It uses the appeal of sympathyseeking, pitching the case of small tobacco farmers facing the onslaught of
foreign-funded NGOs that lobby against
tobacco use. It deploys every kind of red
herring argument – that anti-tobacco
lobbies might actually encourage cigarette smuggling, through which foreign
cigarette companies want to put local tobacco producers out of business.
(It’s well known that some big cigarette
MNCs have been under the shadow of
cigarette smuggling charges.) Here is
what FAIFA’s website says:
n “FCTC Article 6 with recommendations for imposing excessively high
taxation on tobacco products will
have serious livelihood impact for
Indian Cigarette tobacco farmers.
Legal Cigarettes are already subjected to very high and discriminatory taxation in the country which
has led to a shift of consumption
to smuggled cigarettes which do
not use local tobacco. This affects
negatively the demand for tobacco
grown by us and supplied to the domestic legal industry.”
n “Tobacco taxation policies should
not create arbitrage opportunities
for unscrupulous anti-social elements which would fuel smuggling
in India and across the globe.”

Angle of attack

But then, FAIFA’s petition to Delhi
high court, while pleading the case of
farmers, makes particular mention
of Bloomberg Philantrophies and the
funds granted to Dr Reddy’s PHFI. (The
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation also
finds mention.) It says the ministry of
health report on tobacco control in India is jointly supported by the Centre
for Disease Control and Prevention

courtesy: VHAI

Foundation (CDC), one of the entities
administering Bloomberg grants; and
that Dr Reddy receives grants from
Bloomberg and is a contributor to the
tobacco report. Public health campaigners wonder why a farmers’ organisation, instead of presenting the legit case of farmers, would particularly
go against an anti-tobacco campaigner
and those who fund him. Of course,
big farmers stand to lose huge profits if tobacco consumption goes down
drastically through the efforts of people like Dr Reddy. There is also a case
to be made for small tobacco farmers,
who may find it difficult to shift to an
equally profitable alternative crop or
occupation. But rich tobacco growers
have already profited enough over
many generations to be able to diversify into other businesses. Considering
the sustained campaign and its pointed
targeting, there seems to be more than
what meets the eye, namely, those posters and campaign hoardings depicting
poor farmers.
In April, when the media was abuzz
with the news of PHFI’s FCRA licence
not being renewed, FAIFA was prompt
to put up a hoarding outside Nirman
Bhavan which houses the health ministry, thanking the government for taking action against anti-tobacco NGOs
and calling for punishing them. It
was almost gleeful. It’s not clear if this
should be read in the light of Philip
Morris’s presentation, which marked
out Dr Reddy in red, but several experts working in public health have
wondered how an organisation of poor
farmers can afford such an advertising
campaign: a blitz of ads on autorickshaws, hoardings in prime locations
that stayed for almost a month. Its ads
have also been appearing in newspapers. Asked why Dr Reddy was being
targeted in its petition while there are
so many NGOs working on tobacco policy control, FAIFA’s Murali Babu, says,
“We are being targeted, we are not targeting anyone. Our concern is the livelihood of farmers.”
Recently, FAIFA has also jumped
into the fray in the PIL in Bombay high
court on the LIC stake in ITC and other
tobacco companies (see profile of lead
petitioner Sumitra Hooda Pednekar on

A FAIFA hoarding thanking the government for acting against anti-tobacco campaigners
page 24). Advocate Aseem Pangarkar
of MZM Legal, who is fighting the case
on behalf of petitioners Sumitra and
others, says, “Farmers have nothing
to do with the case! It is completely a
financial issue, which demands disinvestment of public fund from cigarette
manufacturing companies. FAIFA’s interference is a way to divert attention.”
FAIFA has also started a campaign opposing the five percent GST on raw
tobacco, saying that it’s an unrealistic
tax that will “severely endanger their
livelihoods”.
Dr Reddy, on the other hand, speaks
of how a case was made for poor tobacco farmers. He says, “While negotiating the FCTC and also at COP7,
the Indian delegation argued powerfully and successfully for inclusion of

Even the supreme court
noted, in a 2001 case, that
tobacco costs the country
`13,500 crore annually,
which more than offsets
the benefits accruing in
the form of revenue and
employment generation.

provisions and detailing of measures
to support transition to economically
viable alternate crops and occupations. I put forth those arguments with
the strong conviction that it is the duty
of governments to implement multisectoral actions to assist smooth and
sustainable transition while protecting
society from the ill effects of tobacco.
The answer lies not in slowing down
tobacco control but in speeding up the
transition.”

Cost to country

Policy experts are worried more about
the increasing healthcare burden on
the government due to tobacco-related diseases like cancer, tuberculosis
and heart disease. Besides, the loss of
so many lives and mandays translates
into steep decline in national productivity. The judiciary and parliament,
too, have pointed this out. In 2001, the
supreme court, in the Murli S Deora vs
Union of India case, observed, “Treatment of tobacco-related diseases and
the loss of productivity caused therein
cost the country almost `13,500 crore
annually, which more than offsets all
the benefits accruing in the form of
revenue and employment generated
by the tobacco industry.”
Also, the parliamentary standing
committee on science and technology,
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COTPA: Much needed amendments
In January 2015, the health ministry released the
draft of the COTPA Amendment Bill in the public
domain. Comments and views from stakeholders
along with general public were submitted by
February 15, 2015. After that, there hasn’t been
any progress so far. Some of the prominent
amendments proposed are:
• A clause that provides for protection of
public health policies with respect to tobacco
control from the commercial and other vested
interests of the tobacco industry
• To do away with provisions of ‘designated
smoking area’ (like international airports)
which invite exemption
• Control the mushrooming of hookah bars and
commercialisation of hookah tobacco
• ‘Prohibition of smoking in public places’ to
be replaced with ‘prohibition of tobacco use
in public place’
• Prohibit tobacco advertisements at point of
sale and in/on packages of tobacco products
• Extend prohibition on advertisement,
promotion and sponsorship of tobacco
products to mediums like films, internet,
mobiles, etc.
• Extend prohibition on brand sharing or brand
stretching of tobacco brands and trademarks
• All means of tobacco use, whether by adding
additives or through sale of any imitation
products, should be discouraged
• Need to plug the real or potential misuse
of the corporate social responsibility (CSR)
activities by tobacco companies to indirectly
promote or advertise tobacco products
•   Increase the minimum legal age for sale of
tobacco products from 18 years to 21 years
• Prohibit sale of cigarettes or beedis in loose
(single sticks) and other tobacco products in
small pouches instead of intact packages
• Prohibit employment, engagement or use
of children below 18 years of age in the
cultivation, processing and sale of tobacco or
tobacco products
• Display nicotine and tar content with
maximum permissible limit on tobacco
product packages
• Disclosure of information on constituents
and emissions to the government by
manufacturers or producers
• Designation of special courts to ensure
effective implementation of COTPA
• Penalty for selling tobacco products within
100 yards from educational institutes should
be enhanced from existing `200
• Suspension or cancellation of the licence
of the manufacturer, importer, supplier,
distributor or seller in case of violation
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environment and forests, in 2016
discouraged expenditure incurred
by the government in relation to tobacco-related disease treatment and
death caused by it. It recommended
disincentivising tobacco production
and encouraging farmers to move to
other profitable crops.

Long reach

Against all that, lobbying goes a
long way: the tentacles of industry
reach right up to parliamentarians.
The delay in the implementation
of pictorial health warnings covering 85 percent of cigarette packets
is a fine example. In October 2014,
government announced the introduction of larger pictorial warnings. As planned, the decision was
to come into effect on April 1, 2015.
Dilip Gandhi, the BJP MP from Ahmadnagar who steered the 15-member subordinate legislation committee, interacted with representatives
from the tobacco lobby. Eight of its
members were opposed to having
bigger warning photos.
Gandhi was later quoted by The
Indian Express as saying, “No Indian
study has established that tobacco
causes cancer. Whether it actually
causes cancer or other diseases is
subject to a study in the country. That
has never happened. And the basis of
our stance towards tobacco products
is basically that studies that have
happened in a foreign setting.”
It is expected that plain packaging of tobacco products – where
the warning or message to quit will

The health costs of
tobacco use, at the
individual and national
levels, are too high to
ignore the aggressive
and cynical war the
tobacco lobby has
unleashed on
voluntary groups.

cover almost the entire pack, with
very little space for the brand name
– will be next big thing. The idea is to
allow the sale of cigarettes and other
tobacco products without any brand
association. Countries like Australia
have already implemented this measure. Pro-tobacco lobbyists will be
jumping in to oppose the measure
as much as they can. They are also
expected to lobby vigorously against
higher taxation of tobacco products,
which the National Health Policy
2017 recommends. Prabhat Jha, a tobacco taxation expert and founder
of the Centre for Global Health Research, says, “The problem is that
governments don’t raise taxes on all
lengths of cigarettes, so the tobacco
industry then pushes more of cheaper, shorter cigarette (which are also
being used as a lure for bidi smokers
to make the switch). So what is needed is a big tax but also a smart one
that prevents such manipulation.”
According to Jha, in the past five
union budgets, tax on tobacco has
been raised twice by a modest extent, which has hiked the price of
shorter cigarettes. The challenge, according to him, is taxation on beedis.
“Note that beedi taxation in India is
hard, and it will continue to be difficult unless all beedi manufacturers
are registered and monitored. The
hope is that with GST registration
now required, they can be regulated
first, after which taxation can be introduced. In contrast, the cigarette
industry is smaller and can be taxed
more aggressively.”
Taxes alone will not work. Tobacco control calls for a multipronged
effort: if providing tobacco farmers with an alternative is important, equally important is education
against tobacco use and effective policy interventions. In the last two, it’s
the voluntary sector that has played
a sterling role. The health costs of tobacco use – at the individual and the
national levels – are too high to ignore the aggressive and cynical war
the tobacco lobby has unleashed on
such NGOs. n
archana@governancenow.com
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TOXIC TOBA

India is the 2nd largest consume

Nearly 9 lakh Indians die every year due to d
42.3 million use both smokeless and smokable forms of tobacco

In India, there are
nearly 275 million
tobacco users

68.9 million use only
smokable forms of tobacco

163.7 million use only
smokeless tobacco
Source: Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS 1), 2009-2010

Percentage distribution of adults by tobacco use
•
•

Every fifth adult (19.9 crore) uses smokeless tobacco (khaini,
zarda, pan masala, etc.) and every tenth adult (10.0 crore)
smokes tobacco (beedi, cigarette, hookah, chutta, etc.)
3.2 crore adults use tobacco in both forms

Only smoke

Only use smokeless tobacco

Use tobacco in both forms

Non-users

4%
18%

71%

7%

Distribution of tobacco users (in crore) by residence and gender
•
•
•

19.9 crore adults in rural areas and 6.8 crore adults in urban
areas consume tobacco
19.0% of men, 2.0% of women and 10.7% of all adults in
India smoke tobacco
29.6% of men, 12.8% of women and 21.4% of all adults in
India use smokeless tobacco

Rural men

Rural women

Urban men

Urban women

MOST COMMON
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Khaini (used by 10.4 crore adults)
Beedi (smoked by 7.2 crore adults)

5.1
14.8

1.4

Most commonly used
tobacco products
among men
Khaini

8.5 cr

Beedi

6.7 cr

Gutka

5.1 cr

Source: Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS 2), 2016-2017
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5.4

Most commonly used
tobacco products
among women
Khaini

1.9 cr

Betel quid with tobacco

2.0 cr

Tobacco for oral
application

2.0 cr

ACCO TRUTHS

er of tobacco (after China) in the world

diseases attributable to the use of tobacco
Consumer expenditure on
tobacco products

Fall in tobacco use (% of adults > 15 years)
•

The number of tobacco
users has reduced by
about 81 lakh since
2009-10.  Global Adults
Tobacco Survey 2
(GATS 2) of 2016-17
show a 17% ‘relative’
reduction in the number
of tobacco users since
GATS 1 (2009-10)

GATS 1

GATS 2

34.6

The average expenditure incurred on
last purchase of cigarettes, beedis and
smokeless
tobacco is `30, `12.5 and
`12.8 respectively.
In GATS 2, the expenditure on cigarette has tripled and that on beedi
and smokeless tobacco has doubled since GATS 1.

28.6

25.9
21.4

14
10.7

1

2

Smokers

Tobacco users

3

Smokeless tobacco users

Source: GATS 2 (2016-17)

Youthful change of mind (% of youth)
•

Tobacco use among the
young (15-24 years) has
shown a reduction from
18.4% in GATS 1 (200910) to 12.4% in GATS 2
(2016-17). This amounts
to a ‘relative’ reduction
of 32%

GATS 1

GATS 2

Government revenue from
tobacco products

21.4

15.4

9.6

4.4
1

15-17 years

Year

Amount of central tax on sale of
tobacco products (in crore)

2016-17 (Till Jan)

`19,293

2015-16

`19,977

2014-15

`22,174
Source: Health minister JP Nadda
in a written reply in the Rajya Sabha in March 2017

2

18-24 years
Source: GATS 2 (2016-17)

What the drop means
WHO’s GATS 1 (2009-10) and GATS 2 (2016-17) show a drop of 81 lakh
in number of tobacco users. Compared to the nearly 275 million tobacco
users (GATS 1), it seems a small number. But anti-tobacco campaigners
feel it is a significant change because they have succeeded in preventing youth from starting tobacco use and also weaning people away from
the habit. GATS uses relative reduction figures.
Here’s how it works. The absolute reduction is from 34.6% to 28.6%
(the top table in this box), that is a six percentage points reduction.
Relative reduction is calculated as 1- (prevalence in GATS 2/prevalence
in GATS 1), amounting to 1 - 0.83 = 0.17, that is a 17% reduction.

Government spending on
tobacco-related healthcare
•

The economic cost of all diseases
attributable to tobacco use in 2011 for
people aged 35-69 years amounted to
`1,04,500 crore. This is 1.16% of the
total GDP and is 12% more than the
combined state and central government
expenditure on health in 2011-12.
Source: Economic Burden of Tobacco Related Diseases in India, 2014

Approximate
number of new
users of tobacco
added every year

2
million

Source: National Sample Survey, 1999

Amount of funds allocated to both centre and states under
National Tobacco Control Programme (in crore)
2014-15

`80.68

2015-16

`101.30

2016-17

`134.80
Source: Minister of state Anupriya Patel in a reply in the Lok Sabha in July 2017
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The lady

fights baccy
Sumitra Hooda Pednekar lost her husband to tobacco addiction.
She has taken to court a vital question: should a state-run life
insurance firm like LIC invest in tobacco firms?

Geetanjali Minhas

I

t’s a question that needed asking. Is it kosher
for a state (or a state-run enterprise) to invest
in profitable tobacco companies when it professes an anti-tobacco stance, educates people
against tobacco use, and ends up losing productive citizens to cancer and tobacco-related illnesses? Sumitra Hooda Pednekar, who lost her
husband Satish Pednekar, a former Maharashtra minister, to cancer caused by tobacco use has
since become a committed campaigner against
tobacco use in any form. And she is the lead petitioner who (along with six others) has filed a
PIL in the Bombay high court asking whether state-run insurer Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) can invest in
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shares of tobacco companies like ITC and VST. The others,
equally committed, are two members of Tata Trusts, which
runs cancer hospitals, three eminent doctors, and a BJP MLA
of Maharashtra.
But this isn’t the only proactive move she has made
against the habit-forming substance and those who peddle
it. In 2012, in response to a ban on gutka sales, manufacturers had started issuing ads in newspapers, grumbling over
the ban and claiming that gutka was less harmful than cigarettes. The ads even said that 14 states considered cigarettes
were healthy! And invoking victimhood, they said that several small-scale gutka manufacturers were being ruined by
the efforts of cigarette companies. Sumitra countered with
a letter to the editors of the newspapers that carried those
ads: loaded more with evidence and reason than emotion, it
exposed the hollowness of the gutka manufacturers claims.
She campaigns at a personal level too: she is known to approach young people who are smoking or otherwise using

photos: geetanjali Minhas
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tobacco to tell them of the health risks
the habit entails – something that she
knows too well.
“My husband started off as a chain
smoker. When he gave up smoking, he
started chewing tobacco – gutka and
tobacco-laced paan. He always thought
he would give up tobacco one day,”
says the 60-year-old Sumitra, dressed
in off-white cotton palazzos and a long,
printed kurta, in her Andheri apartment. That was not to be. Satish Pednekar, a former Maharashtra minister of home and labour, died of throat
cancer in 2011. This was a man who
had a brush once with cancer and was
believed to have survived it. “My husband always had a sensitive throat and
would keep coughing. I’d tell him, ‘Let’s
get it checked, but he’d brush it off, saying everything is fine...’ He had come
out of cancer and we thought everything was fine. Suddenly, after threefour months, he had secondary infection in the liver. He was in stage IV.
In three months, he passed away. His
death shook me,” she says.
The time she spent caring for him
in hospitals exposed her to the trauma
cancer patients and their families undergo. Although her husband was in
the special ward, she would visit the
general wards to see what was happening. “What I saw was pathetic,” she
says. “Fungus-infested feeding tubes,
cancer patients housed chock-a-block,
their families crammed in the wards
and squatting outside as well – all this
left me alarmed. I also saw many cancer-afflicted children, their faces distorted, mouths and tongues damaged,
unable to speak. It was horrifying.” She
remembers a young cricketer, 24-25
years old, who said he’d only smoked
for a year or so but was downed by
cancer. No one is spared, whether one
is active or not, she concludes, warning
women in particular that smoking affects reproductive systems very badly.
Sumitra’s grandfather and father
were smokers, and so was an uncle
who died of throat cancer. Her grandfather, the vice-principal of the Britishrun King George’s Royal Indian Military
School in Ajmer (now the Rashtriya
Military School), and was known as
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Sumitra Pednekar, as an NCC cadet, receiving para wing after successful completion of
jumps and training from Major General HK
Bakshi, director-general of NCC, in 1976
“hookahwala sahib”. He died of throat
cancer. Her army officer father was a
chain smoker who gave up the habit.
Her own experience with smoking was
not so good so she quit. “With all my
friends smoking, I was fascinated by
the sight of a cigarette held between
long fingers with painted nails. I tried
smoking a couple of times but gave up

“Not every smoker has
or gets cancer, but for a
smoker, the chances of
getting cancer are high
indeed. People generally
quit smoking after getting
cancer, not before,” she
says. “Once you are
addicted, you do not quit
cigarettes – they quit you
one day.”

because I didn’t like the taste – also, I
burnt my lips,” she says. Peer pressure
and the projection of the habit as stylish – whether as a signifier of rebellion,
cool, machismo or as many attributes
as people would care to choose for
themselves – are of course the reasons
people take up smoking in the first
place, only to be unable to quit even if
they try. “Not every smoker has or gets
cancer, but for a smoker, the chances
of getting cancer are high indeed. People generally quit smoking after getting
cancer, not before,” she says. “Once
you are addicted, you do not quit cigarettes – they quit you one day.”
Sumitra’s first foray into a public
campaign against tobacco began when
Dr Pankaj Chaturvedi of the Tata Memorial Hospital, who was treating her
husband, started the Voice of Tobacco
Victims (VoV) campaign in 2009. In
2012, she was awarded its first ‘Best
Care Giver Award’. The VoV, of which
many doctors are members, encourages cancer victims and those who have
been left bereft by the disease taking
away loved ones to confront leaders
and demand that they enact and implement strong tobacco control laws.
“This appealed to me, because not only
the patient, his survivors are equal sufferers,” she says. She would take part
in the campaign activities, attend seminars, participate in sensitisation workshops and programmes in the Maharashtra assembly, write to ministries
on cancer warnings, VAT increases,
and bans on gutka and chewing tobacco. Today, Dr Chaturvedi is one of the
co-petitioners in Sumitra’s case against
LIC investing in tobacco companies.
Warning bells about insurers rang
in the campaigners’ minds when cases
came up of firms not warning policybuyers that they would not be compensated if they should contract cancer.
From there on, they caught on to the
fact that LIC invests in tobacco companies, which happen to be extremely
profitable. The questionable ethics of
the practice piqued them, and they decided to demand explanations. With
the state being such a large entity, quite
often one wing doesn’t know what the
other is up to, and in the absence of a

unified policy, the LIC (which functions
under the finance ministry) continues
to earn through investment in tobacco
while the health ministry cries itself
hoarse warning of the ill-effects of tobacco use. (Despite repeated attemps,
Governance Now could not get LIC’s
comments.)
“There was no response from ministries. To have our voice heard, we
thought of going to court and so, people
of different backgrounds got together.
Our basic aim is to convince the court
and obtain an order on disinvestment
of government agencies in ITC. This is
the minimum we expect. It will send
out a positive message,” she says. With
no lawyer willing to take up the case
because of the strong tobacco lobby,
they were worried if their case would
be taken up at all. Finally, MZM Legal,
a Mumbai-based practice, took up their
case. “Thank God, the judiciary is still
free and open and not under pressure
from anyone. If it is the livelihood of
tobacco companies, then Dawood also
must be given a licence, because drugs
are the livelihood of underworld. At
any cost you cannot trade tobacco. As
a government agency, LIC should not
trade tobacco,” she says.
n n n
There’s an ironic spin to applying a
line from a cigarette ad of the 1960-70s,
aimed at successful women – “You’ve
come a long way, baby!” – to Sumitra.
But there’s some resonance there, coming as she does from Assan, a village in
Rohtak district, Haryana, a state notorious for its skewed sex ratio. She was
rebellious right from childhood. Much
against the wishes of her orthodox
grandfather, she brought home a pair
of ghunghroos to learn kathak while
in school. Her grandfather threw them
out. But she kept up her interest in
dance and the arts; in school, she was
the first girl ever to take part in the mono-acting competition. At the Banasthali Vidyapeeth in Rajasthan, where she
later studied, she learnt horse-riding.
She was also an NCC cadet and completed courses for all three certificates
that the corps offers. She learnt to use
parachutes, and participated in two

“We have both inherited her go-getter traits. Our
mother is very supportive and does not treat us any
different from boys. She is the force and the reason
behind everything we do,” says Samiksha, and Bhumi
describes their mother as “socially aware, evolved,
dynamic and inspiring”.
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Sumitra with her husband Satish Pednekar; images from films she has worked in or produced

Republic Day parades. Later, she took
lessons for a private pilot’s licence on a
government scholarship at Karnal Flying Club, but gave up midway as her
legs were too short to allow her to qualify for flying. “I was a rebel and bold
and didn’t confirm to societal boundaries. In college, I majored in dance,” she
says. That was her way of triumphing
over the suppression of a childhood
dream. In marriage too, she made her
own choice: as a general secretary of
the National Students Union of India
(NSUI), she met her future husband,
who was then a member of the Youth
Congress. They married much later,
though, in 1988.
After graduation, she became the
first Haryanvi announcer on All India Radio, simultaneously working for
Doordarshan too. Her programme was
a hit; besides, she joined a University of
Wisconsin team that was making a film
on rural India, serving as their translator and assistant director. It went on to
win the Blue Ribbon Award. Later, she
was cast by renowned director S Sukhdev in a documentary on Indian Potash
Ltd. When he passed away, the project
went to Shyam Benegal, with whom
she ended up doing three films. Later,
she set up a cooperative society with
some friends, took a government loan
and produced the first Haryanvi film.
After that, ‘Sanjhi’, a film on Haryana
culture followed. She also acted in two
Haryanvi films.
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A champion of social concerns of
her times, Pednekar is a strong advocate for equal rights for women. “There
are only two castes – men and women.
While a man thinks woman are inferior, man can break, but a woman will
never break. Girls must be fearless. Actually education plays a big part. My
family was educated and progressive,
but the attitude of society was not,” she
says. She recalls how there was an attempt to kidnap her when she was in

Sumitra’s grandfather
and father were smokers,
and so was an uncle who
died of throat cancer.
Her grandfather, the viceprincipal of the Britishrun King George’s Royal
Indian Military School in
Ajmer (now the Rashtriya
Military School), was
known as “hookahwala
sahib”. He died of throat
cancer.

college; she however had the presence
of mind and the strength to fend off her
assailants, throw a brick at them, and
raise an alarm till they fled. “Nothing
has ever scared me.”
Sumitra says her husband was quite
progressive, and that helped. When
they were expecting their first child, the
family yearned to have a son and there
were suggestions that she go to the UK
for pre-natal diagnostics. However, the
couple resisted it. “My husband was
a very good soul,” she says. “He loved
me so much that he became very possessive. He had put a condition that I
will not work. This was a dilemma and
very frustrating for me, because I was
used to doing many different things. I
was restless.” But she kept venturing
into little things like supplying vegetables to hospitals and canteens. Later,
she supplied tussar salwar-kameezes to
Shoppers Stop till it shut down after the
Mumbai serial blasts in 1993. She then
marketed international cosmetics and
healthcare brands, becoming their top
recruiter and trainer.
n n n
Life for her has changed tremendously
after her husband passed away. She says
her husband had been in the construction business, but she has been unable
to benefit much from it and feels shortchanged by his partners. Some property
investments have however turned out
right, and she is comfortably off with

some rental income and the money the
cosmetics business brings in. She is happy that her children have been successful. The elder daughter, Bhumi, has won
many awards for her role in her debut
film ‘Dum Lagake Haisa’, and younger
daughter Samiksha is studying law in
Delhi. “We have both inherited her gogetter traits. Our mother is very supportive and does not treat us any different from boys. She is the force and the
reason behind everything we do,” says
Samiksha, and Bhumi describes their
mother as “socially aware, evolved, dynamic and inspiring”.
In the late 1980 and 1990s, as part
of her cosmetics and healthcare business, Sumitra motivated some 1,5002,000 women to take up sales, in the
process turning them into leaders who
motivated other women. This was
at a time when the number of working women was rather small. “Even
when a woman earned `1,000 extra
per month, it gave her extra power,”
she says. “Most of these women I motivated are still working.”
Next on her agenda is again a women-related issue: that of housing colonies in Mumbai not letting young, single women rent houses. Sometimes,
these women are forced to get fake
marriage certificates. The problem is
that housing societies make up their
own rules barring house owners from
renting them to single men and women. “On the one hand we say our girls
are precious, we should educate them
and save them, and on the other hand
we are throwing them to the wolves,”
she says. “A girl I know was staying
alone in a building which had gone for
redevelopment. She continued to stay
there without electricity because she
was not getting a place to live in a decent housing society. The registrar of
societies must come with a rule where
single women are not refused houses.”
Sumitra, who is now the chairperson
of her housing colony, and says how,
long ago, there was an objection to
her letting out a flat to a woman who
was single. “The lady was navy officer – a central government employee
– and yet there were objections,” she
says. But she prevailed. She says the

courtesy: sumitra hooda pednekar

Sumitra Hooda Pednekar with prime minister Indira Gandhi after participating in the
Republic Day parade

Of late, Sumitra has also
taken up the cause of
single people who are
refused accommodation
on rent in housing colonies
that have drawn up
rules against unmarried
tenants. She says the
registrar of societies
should bar colonies from
making such rules.

registrar of societies should change
the rules to ensure that such prejudices are not allowed to thrive.
Meanwhile, she says the fight
against tobacco will continue – as will
the case for LIC disinvesting in tobacco companies. “Since the tobacco
lobby is very strong, people told me to
stay away and not invite trouble,” she
says. “But I am not deterred or scared.
It is my calling. Whatever has to happen will happen. If ever I have compromised in life, it was for my family –
my husband and my daughters. It was
my choice and not compulsion. Yet I
was doing many things. Now nothing
scares me.” n
geetanjali@governancenow.com
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Interview

Dr Pankaj Chaturvedi, cancer surgeon, tata memorial hospital, Mumbai

“How can an insurance firm
promote death?”
Dr Pankaj Chaturvedi, head and neck
cancer surgeon at the Tata Memorial
hospital in Mumbai, is a leading antitobacco activist. He joined hands with
Sumitra Hooda Pednekar and others
to file a PIL in the Bombay high court
earlier this year, questioning the staterun insurance firm LIC’s investments
in a leading cigarette-maker company.
Edited excerpts from an interview with
Geetanjali Minhas:

VK Sharma, LIC chief, defended the
corporation’s investment in cigarettemanufacturer ITC. He said, “LIC is
sensitive to protecting policyholders’
interests and giving them good
returns in the long run.” Also, “a sale
of its stake holding would neither
prevent people from taking up
smoking nor help smokers kick the
habit”. What is your response?

The government of India is committed
to tobacco control through ministry
of health (MoH) and that is evident as
every packet has a warning that cigarette smoking causes cancer. The testimonials, pictures and warnings that
we shot at Tata Hospital were accepted
by an expert committee constituted by
the MoH. These pictures are now carried on all tobacco packets and testimonials are shown in cinema halls
and TV. The government has declared
tobacco, pan masala without tobacco
and sugary drinks which are the cause
of health burden, that is, non-communicable diseases including cancer, as
demerit goods and put them under the
highest slab category in GST. Beedi still
remains out of this ambit and we are
working on that. The Juvenile Justice
Act also says that sale of tobacco to minor children is a non-bailable offence.
The government is hell bent on controlling tobacco consumption, because
it causes cancer. The earnings from
the sale of tobacco are 17 percent of
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the loss from tobacco. We earn around
`17,000 crore [through taxes] and lose
around `1 lakh crore after killing one
million people. So, (a) people are losing their lives, and (b) the government
is losing its money. Here is a product
which by the admission of the industry
itself leads to health hazards and kills
people – we don’t even have to prove
it. India is signatory to FCTC [WHO’s
Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control] and it is a legal obligation on
the government to comply with FCTC.
FCTC very clearly says that there cannot be investment in tobacco companies and the government cannot take
commissions from tobacco companies.
Speaking of LIC, if the government
is committed to controlling tobacco,
its agencies – whether they are cigarette companies or health institutions
– cannot promote tobacco contrary to
its intentions. Even if tobacco was not
an issue at all, there is a constitutional
obligation of the government to uphold the dignity of life under Article 21.
Therefore, the right to health and social
equality are constitutional obligations
of the government and all its subsidiaries whether they are PSUs or direct/

“LIC doesn’t honour
claims of people who
get cancer or diseases
attributable to tobacco.
This is contradictory.
On the one hand you are
rejecting claims of people
with such diseases and
on the other you are
promoting the agent that
causes these diseases.”

indirect government holdings and all
have to comply with the its mandate.
The issue here is whether LIC can
promote a socially bounded weak product despite a clear understanding that
from the viewpoint of health this should
not be done and where it is violating
government’s own principles. When LIC
says it is doing it in pure commercial interest I have a one basic question. How
can an insurance company promote
health disaster and death while providing insurance policies at the same time?
On the one hand you are promoting
health, and on the other hand you are
supporting disease and death. This is a
violation of LIC’s own philosophy of protecting people’s health.
In an RTI query in 2014, I asked them
if they also agree that tobacco causes
harm. Do you know that claims of policyholders who got a heart attack and
those who had cancer are rejected? LIC
does not honour the claims of people
who get cancer or diseases which are
attributable to tobacco. This is contradictory. On one hand you are rejecting claims of people with diseases and
on the other hand you are promoting
the same agent that causes the disease.
You are not charging higher premium
for insurance knowing very well that
these people are more likely to have
disease, which means you are promoting the business of smoking and when
they come back with the claim you reject that policy. It is a win-win situation and money-making business. The
exchequer is the ultimate sufferer because `1 lakh crore of investors’ money is invested in ITC, in an industry
which is killing two lakh people every
year. This is a paradox and we are not
able to understand how commercial
interest has become public interest. In
contrast, we talk of `50,000 crore disinvestment in Air India, which has not
killed people.

Photos courtesy: Pankaj Chaturvedi

Second, LIC says if it does not buy
these shares somebody else will, because these are good shares. That is
like saying if we don’t kill people somebody else will kill, so allow us to kill.
It does not become a lesser crime because you are a government investor.

How did the idea of this PIL come up?

During the last seven-eight years, we
wrote to the prime minister’s office, the
finance minister’s office, various political parties, Congress leaders, MoH and
IRDA [Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority]. We did not receive
a single response. So we had to knock
the doors of the court. ITC is a very
powerful lobby and they have built
connections in the political establishment and the government.
It is very clear from the PIL now that
the ministries of finance, commerce,
agriculture, health and so on have
pooled in their labour. So it is seven
mortals versus the entire government
machinery. We knew this was bound to
happen and we put together a ‘rainbow
collaboration’ of a tobacco victim, a
politician, a lawyer, a researcher, a corporate and a social activist. It’s a group
of people and not just an individual.

Can you name other public sector
firms that are directly or indirectly
involved in tobacco trade?

All five major public insurance companies – Life Insurance Corporation
of India, New India Assurance Company, General Insurance Corporation

of India, Oriental Insurance Company,
National Insurance Company – and
Specified Undertaking of Unit Trust of
India [SUUTI]. Of the total government
stake, 60 percent is by LIC, followed by
SUUTI and a small 1-2 percentage by
these other insurance companies. It is
most unfortunate that the finance secretary is the member of the LIC board,
which means that decisions taken by
the LIC board are in full knowledge
of the finance ministry and with their
concurrence.

What the PIL contends
·

·
·
·
·

Life Insurance Corporation of India, The New India Assurance Company Limited, General
Insurance Corporation of India, The Oriental Insurance Company Limited, National Insurance
Company Limited and Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority hold 32 percent
stake in ITC Limited.
The total value of the stake held by these public sector insurance companies in ITC is
`1,07,000 crore. Of this, `76,505 crore is invested by these insurance companies.
VST Industries Limited, Dharampal Satyapal Group are other tobacco industries where
investments are being made.
The investment exceeds the annual budget of some Indian states.
India is a signatory to the World Health Organisation’s Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control which restrains from investing in the tobacco industry. The government has also
passed The Cigarette and Other Tobacco Products Act (COTPA) to reduce tobacco consumption.

The PIL has been filed by Sumitra Hooda Pednekar, wife of Maharashtra’s former home and
labour minister, Satish Pednekar; Dr Pankaj Chaturvedi, cancer surgeon at Tata Memorial
Hospital, Mumbai; R Venkataramanan, managing trustee, and Lakshman Sethuraman, head of
the project management group, of Tata Trusts; Ashish Deshmukh, MLA, Maharashtra; Dr Abhay
Bang and Dr PC Gupta.

What would you say in response to
the advertising campaign from the
tobacco lobby showing farmers and
retailers pleading for their livelihood?

The government can be more proactive in tobacco control than being part
of the business. Let people buy but government cannot be prompting death.
You cannot kill people and then say we
are trying to prevent their death. It is
a legal business. We are not asking for
ban on tobacco, we are saying the government cannot promote tobacco because it is a serious conflict of interest.
Nowhere in the world has divestment led to farmers becoming jobless
or companies getting shut. Somebody
else is suffering and dying. Nothing
happens to consumption; perhaps
nothing will happen to farmers. But
there are lobbies of ITC who do not fight
the government directly but through
farmers and vendors as a front.
We know that farmers and beedi
workers are as much victims of tobacco and taken for a ride and exploited
by the tobacco industry as tobacco users. Most people who earn from tobacco, the beedi barons and gutka manufacturers, are politicians – MLAs or
MPs. They are calling the shots. n
geetanjali@governancenow.com
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Light at the end of the tunnel
No doubt, the tobacco industry has proved the greatest stumbling block
in promoting healthy lifestyles. But tobacco use is nevertheless falling

Dr Monika Arora

T

obacco is a major preventable cause of death and disease globally. It is a threat to
development, environment,
society and economy. Many
countries have strengthened their
tobacco control legislation, guided
by the World Health Organisation’s
(WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC).
The tobacco industry’s influence
has been a major roadblock, subverting the implementation of public
health policies across the world including India. The industry’s tactics
involve sophisticated strategies, including litigation, interfering in policy development, circumventing law,
discrediting science and constructing
a positive social image through corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives. Tobacco control policies in India
have witnessed these influences for
every strong policy measure notified
and enforced ever since the Cigarettes
and Other Tobacco Products Act (COTPA) was enforced in 2004. Despite
these challenges, India has emerged
as a global tobacco control leader,
with the third largest graphic warning labels in the world and recent evidence of a 17% relative reduction in
tobacco use prevalence in the country.

Litigations as important roadblocks

Several litigations have been filed by
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the industry allies against the ministry of health and family welfare (MOHFW) challenging COTPA and its notified rules.
While the industry loses most of
these lawsuits that challenge government’s tobacco control measures,
more than 100 cases are still pending
in various courts in the country. The
intent of these litigations is to delay
enforcement of strong tobacco control
measures. A recent review of internal
documents of Philip Morris from 2014
mentions “Roadblocks are as important as solutions”. In India, the tobacco industry and its allies challenged
issues, ranging from prohibition of
smoking in public places to larger
health warnings and the advertising
ban – the most recent challenge being
the hosting of the WHO Conference of
Parties (COP7) in India.

and litigations from the tobacco industry, MOHFW enforced 85% pictorial warning on tobacco packages from
April 1, 2016. Media also investigated
the issue of conflict of interest in case
of some members of the committee.
India currently does not have any specific law on implementing Article 5.3
of FCTC, which states that parties to the
WHO FCTC in setting and implementing their public health policies with
respect to tobacco control shall act to
protect these polices from commercial
and other vested interests of the tobacco industry, in accordance with national law. Draft guidelines to implement
Article 5.3 exist at the centre and is being reviewed in various government
departments. Some states like Himachal Pradesh, Bihar, Punjab and Mizoram
have already progressed and adopted
the guidelines on Article 5.3.

Industry interference

Farmers’ associations and other
front groups

Information received under the Right
to Information (RTI) Act revealed that
the tobacco industry repeatedly sent
representations to the health ministry
to withdraw the notification mandating large-sized picto
rial health
warnings (PHW) on
tobacco
product
packages in 2014.
Subsequently,
a
parliamentary committee on subordinate
legislation
debated
a n d
delayed this notification for almost
two years. Public health experts
deposed before this committee
to present scientific evidence
on the causal association between tobacco and cancer.
Despite these interferences

The COP7 meeting in India witnessed
500
members
of

farmers association, protesting outside the conference venue and financing an outdoor advertising campaign,
demanding their recognition and participation in COP7 as important stakeholders. The Federation of All India
Farmers Association (FAIFA) is now actively filing PILs to challenge the government and is becoming an intervener in existing litigations.

Circumventing legislations

The tobacco industry’s age-old practice
of circumventing law is prevalent in India too. Violation of the advertisement
ban is rampant, especially at points
of sale, as revealed in many monitoring exercises and raids conducted by
state enforcement squads. The recent
expose of Philip Morris’s promotional
tactics in India brought to the fore key
marketing activities, including Legal
Age Meeting Points (LAMPs) strategy
being employed, to hand out packs of
Marlboro cigarettes to Indian youth.
In spite of a comprehensive advertising ban in India, aggressive and innovative marketing strategies continue
to target youth. Local companies resort to surrogate advertising to entice
and recruit youth. Another internal
document of Philip Morris says “India
remains a high potential market with
huge upside with cigarette market still
in infancy.”

Success against challenges

Against these odds, India’s National
Tobacco Control Programme (NTCP),
which emphasises on effective enforcement of COTPA, 2003, has shown success. COTPA has many provisions that
are in sync with FCTC, though a few
go beyond FCTC, for example, ban on
gutka and smokeless tobacco, which is
a local policy solution. India’s tobaccofree movie rules are also listed as a
global best practice. Recently released
Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS)-2
2016-17 by MOHFW and WHO reported a 6% decline in tobacco use prevalence from GATS-1 (2009-10). Decline
in prevalence from 38.4% to 28.6% in
absolute numbers means reduction in
8.1 million tobacco users in India, in
the past seven years. Noteworthy is the
marked relative reduction of 54% and

28%, respectively, in prevalence of tobacco use among minors aged between
15 and 17 years and adolescents aged
between 18 and 24. This can be attributed to vibrant and innovative youth
engagement interventions such as HRIDAY (Health Related Information Dissemination Amongst Youth) – SHAN
(Student Health Action Network),
which guided the inclusion of a school
health component of NTCP in 2007. Pictorial health warnings have turned out
to be extremely helpful in motivating
adults to quit after seeing health warnings from 38%, 29% and 34% in GATS-

• Article 5.3 guidelines need to be prioritised and implemented to safeguard public health policies and the
policymaking process from clandestine tobacco industry interference.
• The GST Council has recently imposed a 28% tax for cigarettes with
additional cess that will generate
revenue of `5,000 crores per annum.
Increasing tobacco taxes is an important demand reduction strategy but
it is crucial to study impact of GST
across tobacco products in India.
• Awareness campaigns in India hitherto have focused only on cancer as

The tobacco industry uses sophisticated strategies,
including litigation, interfering in policy development,
circumventing the law, discrediting science and
constructing a positive social image through corporate
social responsibility (CSR) initiatives.
1 to 62%, 54% and 46% in GATS-2 for
cigarettes, bidis and smokeless tobacco
respectively.

What needs to be done

With every fifth adult still using smokeless tobacco and every 10th adult
smoking tobacco in India, the war is
far from over. GATS-2 highlighted gaps
like loose sale of tobacco products. This
is another industry practice to thwart
effective tobacco control measures
such as price increase and 85% warnings on packages. Those buying single
cigarettes or beedis will never get to
see and benefit from graphic warnings
on packages. Also, loose sale of tobacco products makes the product affordable, thus negating the protective effect
of price rise. GATS-2 also revealed that
there was no decrease in second-hand
smoke (SHS) exposure in workplaces.
• Certain provisions in COTPA now
need to be updated with new scientific evidences highlighting protection is effective with only 100%
smoke free environments. Designated smoking areas allowed under
COTPA need to be amended.
• Effective enforcement of laws to prohibit sale of loose cigarettes and bidis.

an outcome of tobacco use. There
is an urgent need to focus on other
health effects such as cardiovascular diseases, reproductive and respiratory health effects, etc.
• Implementing stringent policy action to curb introduction of any new
nicotine products for example, ecigarettes and e-hookahs, which entices youth.
• Supply side action has to go hand in
hand with demand reduction measures. Alternate employment for
beedi rollers, is an urgent need of
the hour. Beedi workers have been
exploited and continued to live in
dismal conditions and receive wages which have kept them below the
poverty line for years.
India’s tobacco control journey has
been an uphill task with industry being
greatest deterrent but reduced prevalence has shown a light at the end of
this dark tunnel. This will motivate
government, WHO and public health
community to continue this rugged
ride of saving lives. n
Arora is the director of Health Promotion
Division and additional professor at the
Public Health Foundation of India.
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The long road
to separation
As if the pain of divorce were not enough,
the legal system adds to it: with tardy
procedures, shortage of family courts and
hefty lawyer fees

Shivani Chaturvedi

I

t is 10.15 in the morning, and
33-year-old Surabhi is standing
inside the court room on the
groundfloor of the sub court,
Poonamallee, a northwestern
neighbourhood of Chennai. It’s
is the final hearing of her divorce case. She is eagerly awaiting the
judgment that would put an end to her
three-year-long ordeal.
But it seems that destiny, or rather,
the Indian legal structure, has some
other plans. Surabhi has to wait for
another two weeks to receive the final
divorce decree. She can approach her
advocate only after the stipulated time
to get a copy of the final divorce papers. Yet, Surabhi must thank her stars
as she has to wait for only 14 days: in
some cases, the litigant may have to
wait for a month. However, the 14-daywait doesn’t cheer Surabhi at all. After
waiting for three long years, a delay of
another 14 days seems like an eternity.
It all started in 2013 when her husband suddenly walked out of their
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home. She called him repeatedly, but
there was no answer. At times, when he
picked up her call, he evaded the question of his return. All alone in a new
city where people speak a different language, Surabhi felt terrified. Then one
fine morning she received a legal notice
which sent shivers down her spine. “I
received a divorce notice. My husband
had initiated litigation against me. I
was shocked. For a moment, I felt I lost
everything,” she recalls.
He had filed a divorce case in the
Poonamallee court on false charges of
cruelty. “After consulting my parents
over the phone, as they stay in a different city, and with the help of a friend
in the neighbourhood, I approached a
lawyer,” she says.
Surabhi decided to challenge the divorce petition and hired a lawyer by
paying more than `70,000 in fees. The
lawyer assured her that her case was
strong and she would win easily.
But it turned out to be not so easy
after all.
As per the Indian legal system, before the litigation procedure begins a
couple has to attend counselling sessions mediated through the court. The

session is conducted with the help of a
neutral party, which may include retired judges.
Adamant to move out of the wedlock, Surabhi’s husband participated
in just one session. Surabhi, on the
other hand, turned up every time the
mediation panel gave the dates – sometimes at an interval of 20 days to one
month and at times two months. There
were days when Surabhi was fortunate
enough to come out of the court premises by noon. On other days her session
would begin only in the late afternoon;
there were many counselling sessions
lined up before hers. The whole procedure for mediation between the couple
dragged on for more than a year.
But it didn’t help Surabhi in any
way. Then one day her lawyer told her
to file a counter-affidavit (a counter-reply by the respondent).
Amidst this entire legal tussle,
Surabhi started receiving threatening calls from her husband to vacate
their house (as he was paying the rent).
“He said that he wants to move out of
Chennai and doesn’t want to carry the
baggage of this relationship,” recalls
Surabhi.

The lawyer assured her that she
was still the legal wife and could not
be asked to vacate the marital home.
In fact, if she wanted, she could file another petition in the court or seek the
help of the police.
Meanwhile, the date for filing the
counter-affidavit was nearing and
Surabhi had to make endless trips to
her lawyer’s office. At times she would
follow up with him over multiple
phone calls. It was only in mid-2015
that her counter-affidavit was filed in
the court.
The proceedings were started.But
the hearing had to be adjourned on
some days, as the petitioner, Surabhi’s
husband, did not appear before the
court. “It was becoming emotionally,
physically and financially draining,”
says Surabhi.
Frustrated, acting on a friend’s advice, Surabhi decided to take the help
of a detective to know about her husband’s whereabouts. She thought this
might strengthen her case. After shelling out a few extra bucks on the private investigator, it was revealed that
her husband was cheating on her.
“When I came to know this harsh

reality, it took me some time to gather
myself. I was in a dilemma and hundreds of thoughts clouded my mind. I
was apprehensive about the stigma associated with a divorce. I was worried
for my parents. Finally, I decided to go

“For every petition, there
will be a counter-petition.
It is not easy to come
out of multiple cases.
A lawyer should not
encourage the client to
file multiple cases.”
Adhilakshmi Logamurthy
Senior advocate and social worker

for a mutual divorce as there was no
point in fighting the case knowing that
he was cheating me,” she says.
She could have filed a case of adultery against her husband, but the detective’s report was not complete and
there was no photographic evidence
to prove her point. Although her lawyer suggested that the court would set
up an investigation into the matter if
she filed an adultery case, she decided
against it. Another case would have
meant going through the same dragging routine again and years of suffering and trauma. So she decided to go
for mutual separation.
Finally on October 18, 2016 after
spending nearly a lakh rupees and undergoing emotional trauma her misery
ended. And Surabhi received the final
decree of divorce.
n n n
Surabhi’s story is just a brief picture
of the trials and tribulations a person
goes through while opting for a divorce
in our country. The hefty fees of lawyers, the long and tardy legal procedure and inadequate number of family
courts further add to the woes.
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A family court deals with family disputes, whereas a sub court deals with
all the cases in its jurisdiction, be it
criminal or civil. “So when a person’s
residence doesn’t come under the territorial jurisdiction of a family court,
he/she has to approach the sub court
for matrimonial disputes. There is a
need to have family court in all the districts,” says RY George Williams, a family court advocate.
There are only four family courts on
the campus of the Madras high court.
Around 5,000 cases are filed in a year
in every court, reveals a family court
lawyer. And at present, over 17,000
cases are pending in these family
courts, says Williams.
In one of these family courts, Dinesh
had filed a petition seeking rejoining
with his estranged wife. It has been 18
months since he filed his petition, but
his case is still pending. During the first
three months of his case, the judge was
transferred and there was much delay
in appointing a new judge to the case.
This is a major reason for inordinate
delays in divorce cases where either
the judge is on leave for months, or is
transferred and the new judge does not
take charge for a long time. Also, delay
in delivery of notice to the other party,
due to incorrect postal address or other
reasons, hinders the proceedings.
Subhasini, 36, has been fighting her
divorce case in the Poonamallee sub
court for seven years. Her husband
went away to some far-off place and
filed for a divorce. They have a sixyear-old daughter. As a respondent in
the case, she immediately filed a counter-affidavit and appealed in the court
that her husband should return. But
she lost the case.
“The lawyer told me that money
played a major role in her husband
winning the case,” she says. Subhasini
wanted to challenge the verdict, but
seeing her lawyer’s ill-preparedness
and lack of interest in the case, she decided to quit and accept divorce as her
fate.
“I felt that I should not waste my
time and energy any more. My career
was getting affected. I was exhausted;
physically, mentally and financially.
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I was pushed to a point where I felt I
should come out of this relationship,
which never even existed in the first
place,” says Subhasini.
The court will grant her the divorce
decree in August this year.
As per the Family Courts Act, 1984, if
a person approaches the court by filing
a petition for divorce or rejoining with
the spouse, declaring marriage as null
and void or with any such matrimonial
dispute, the application should be disposed of within six months of the date
a respondent receives the notice. The
act also states that mediation between
the couple should be conducted within
an interval of 15 days and should be
over in 45 days, explains Williams.
But as seen in the cases of Surabhi, Subhasini and Dinesh this was not
true. Their cases dragged on for years.
Moreover, Williams says that people
file multiple cases, which increases
pendency. He mentions one of his cases in the family court where the litigation has been pending since 2010.
Says senior advocate and social
worker Adhilakshmi Logamurthy,
“Mostly in divorce cases there will
be a domestic violence case pending

“When a person’s
residence doesn’t come
under the territorial
jurisdiction of a family
court, he/she has to
approach the sub
court for matrimonial
disputes.”
RY George Williams
Family court advocate

somewhere, dowry harassment case,
maintenance case, return of articles,
restitution of conjugal rights, etc. Cases
multiply. For every petition, there will
be a counter-petition. It is not easy to
come out of multiple cases. A lawyer
should not encourage the client to file
multiple cases.”
Therefore, she suggests that the parties should first approach the counsellor or mediator instead of knocking the
doors of the court or police. This will
save their time, money and effort.
A highly-placed source in Chennai’s
family court says that sometimes lawyers don’t let the matter to be resolved
between the parties, as they want to
mint money. “Suppose, if the two parties settle for `25 lakh as the alimony,
the lawyer would say `50 lakh as they
want to get their cut. This drags the
case,” he says.
Further, he adds, in family courts
judges themselves look into the service
matter (serving of notices). If the party does not turn up, then judges issue
notice. So, a method should be established (by way of amendment) where
‘masters’ are appointed who look after
the issuing of the summons, just like it
is done in high courts.
“The delay in receiving notice by the
respondent is yet another reason for
cases being dragged. At times, it takes
a year for the notice to get delivered
for reasons like the party manipulating
the postman,” reveals the source.
A social worker from Chennai who
specialises in family and child welfare
says, when the cases get dragged especially those women who are economically weak, they even stop following up
the case. “If a daily wage earner has to
come and stand in the court for hours,
she’d lose a day’s wage,” she says.
“These women are getting into a
kind of mindset where they say ‘we will
live separately from the spouse but not
go through the procedure of litigation’.
As it is, they feel court orders are not
of any help to them since they won’t
remarry. They are living for their children and most of these women have
crossed the age of 35,” she adds. n
shivani@governancenow.com
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In 1989, Vaghela won the Lok Sabha
elections from Gandhinagar (which includes much of Ahmedabad actually),
graciously vacating that seat for LK
Advani later and turning it into a VVIP
constituency for decades. Vaghela thus
was the popular face, whereas Modi
was the man of the organisation, working behind the scenes.
As the party came to power in the
state in 1995, he was a contender for
the post of chief minister, but apparently he didn’t contend openly. Modi,
the organisational secretary of Gujarat BJP, became the kingmaker and the
most veteran leader of the lot, Keshubhai Patel became the chief minister.
Vaghela expected at least some fruits
of power for his followers but none of

for power grew in the meanwhile, and
he finally broke away from the party
(the only other leaders who split BJP
later were Uma Bharati and Kalyan
Singh). His floated his own outfit, Rashack in the early 1990s, Shantriya Janata Party, and became chief
karsinh Vaghela was (or at
minister – with the Congress support.
least perceived to be) more
This was a period when he could have
popular of the two people
proved his mettle, and consolidated his
running the BJP show in Gupower. He could have seized the opporjarat. Today, the other man is the prime
tunity – the way Modi did (in 2001 or
minister, and Vaghela is reduced to a
2002, depending on your viewpoint).
footnote – albeit an important one – in
He could not. It has been a downhill
the Narendra Modi saga.
journey ever since, which was precipiOn July 21, at a grand meeting in
tated when he merged his party with
Gandhinagar to celebrate his birthday,
the Congress by the late 1990s.
Vaghela announced that the Congress
Yes, as chief minister, he did win
had expelled him. (The party has a diffrom Radhanpur against the collecferent version.) This was widely expecttive might of BJP-RSS. Yes, he could put
ed, after he gave a series of loud hints
Pravin Togadia
in recent months.
behind bars and
He was unhappy
end the fable
because of his rivalthat any action
ry within the party
against that VHP
with
Bharatsinh
leader
would
Solanki, president
set the state on
of the state unit
fire. Vaghela had
and son of former
guts, and like to
chief minister MadThe Jai-Veeru friendship of the two leaders ended decades ago.
be called the lion
havsinh
Solanki.
of Gujarat. The
For the past couple
The completely different paths politics has taken them on is a
last time that
of decades, the Gustudy in the vagaries of luck and timing
epithet was used
jarat Congress has
was when he
had three to four
challenged Modi
power
centres,
them was included in the cabinet. In
in the aftermath of the 2002 riots, with
each leading a faction of his own. He
the following months, Vaghela waited
his supporters waving placards saying
is now widely expected to return to the
for appointments to state boards and
‘Bhago Bhago Kaun Aaya, Gujarat ka
BJP. He would, thus, be completing a
corporations, but nothing came his
Sher Aaya’. Like Togadia before him,
full circle.
way. According to one version of the
he too turned out to be a paper tiger.
There are two aspects of Vaghela’s
events, Vaghela repeatedly met Advani
He failed to turn to his advantage
story over the last 22 years. One, it conbut Modi was not reined in.
a stint in the union cabinet, as textile
trasts sharply with the rise and rise of
In September 1995, Vaghela led an
minister, during the UPA1. The BJP canhis erstwhile friend, Modi. Two, it is
open rebellion – the first in the ‘cadredidates who defeated him in the Lok
the best illustration of the adage that in
based, disciplined’ party and one of the
Sabha polls in 2009 and 2014 were no
politics, luck and timing matter above
very few so far, taking 47 MLAs suplonger feted as giant killers. He failed
all else.
porting him to a resort in Khajuraho.
to defeat junior rivals in the Gujarat
As the BJP started making its pres(The Vaghela faction earned the moniCongress. In contrast, Modi has not met
ence felt in Gujarat (in 1984 one of its
ker of ‘Khajuria’, and in response the
a challenger who survived in the party.
only two seats in Lok Sabha was from
rest were called ‘Hajuria’ or yes-men.)
The two of them share many traits,
Gujarat, and it won Ahmedabad muThe high drama ended with a comfrom mastery in organisation skills to
nicipal elections in 1985), Vaghela was
promise. Suresh Mehta, soft-speaking
a way with words and down to megaits most dynamic leader. Legend has
finance minister who was not exactly
lomania, but luck is not one of them.
it that he and Modi – both originally
fond of power, became chief minister
To appreciate Modi’s deft strategies,
from the RSS, and lent to the BJP – were
as neutral candidate. And Modi was
Vaghela provides the best study in cona pair like Jay and Veeru. That fits the
banished from Gujarat, to serve the
trast. n
image of Vaghela on his Bullet, with
party in Himachal Pradesh and elseModi pillion-riding, and moving the inwhere in the north. Vaghela’s appetite
terior parts of Gujarat on party work.
ashishm@governancenow.com
Ashish Mehta

B

To understand Modi saga,
look at the Vaghela story
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The grey mountains reverberated with Buddhist chants as the Dalai
Lama descended in Diskit in Nubra Valley, at an altitude of 3,144 m,
during his month-long annual visit to Ladakh in July. A scene at the
Dalai Lama-led prayer meeting at Diskit during the celebration of a
festival at a local monastery

of devotion
Photo story by Arun Kumar

1. Ladakhi women dressed in
their trousseaus, including
traditional headgear, parekh,
embellished with precious
turquoise, join in the Dalai
Lama’s prayer meeting.
2. Ladakhis of all age groups
coming to seek the blessings
of the Dalai Lama at Diskit.
The village is located close to
the world’s highest battlefield,
Siachen, and not too far from
the actual Line of Control
along China. PLA soldiers
are locked in a stand-off with
Indian soldiers at Doklam
near the Sikkim-Tibet-Bhutan
trijunction.
3. A Ladakhi village woman in
deep devotion at the prayer
meeting.
4. The Dalai Lama blesses the
people at Diskit. The Buddhist
spiritual leader celebrated his
82nd birthday on July 6 in Leh
which has a sizeable population
of Buddhists, including Tibetan
refugees.
5. Two young Lamas on their way
to the festival and the prayer
meeting.
1

4

2
3
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The wolf
and the lamb
Social injustice and the fate of the university

A

Saitya Brata Das
Das teaches literature and philosophy at
Jawaharlal Nehru University
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t no other moment in the
history of Indian national
life after Independence the
dalits are as oppressed as
this moment: dalits are set
ablaze, slaughtered like animals on the
slaughtering bench of history, and humiliated like slaves in the marketplace
in full daylight. When the social hierarchy is interiorised and reduplicated
within the institutionalised life of higher education like the university, it assumes the name ‘meritocracy’.
The idea of merit that is based upon
the neoliberal logic of quantification,
classification and control, through
which the capital recharges itself, is
now combined with the millenniumlong social injustice based upon caste
discrimination. This is how in today’s
world of extreme capitalism, where
only the fittest survives in the life-anddeath struggle – and where the idea of
merit serves as the paradigm of exclusion and elimination – the social injustice is intellectualised. The neoliberal
world of extreme capitalism, thus, has
not eliminated social injustice – for example, the caste hierarchy in India –
but rather perpetuates it in ever new
forms, of which the idea of merit is its
latest avatar.
The reduction of knowledge to commodity production, like any other commodities that bear economic values in
the world market, is blind and deaf to
the burning – and the absolute – question of social justice. It reduces the
question of social justice to an issue

belonging to the field of conditioned
negotiations in the realm of practical
politics, while on the other hand, it upholds the idea of merit as a politically
neutral one that serves the interest of
any and each individual, provided that
one has the merit and proves it. This
supposed equality, which is actually a
homogenisation of singularities into
quantitative entities, is, at the same instance – and this is its blind sport – perpetuation of social inequality.
This is, as it has always been, also
the truth of the space called ‘university
life’: the social injustice is being constantly subsumed and kept hidden –
and thus perpetuated – under the supposedly neutral concept of ‘merit’, but
the truth is precisely the opposite: the
top of the hierarchy will almost always
be occupied by not just the economically dominant class but the socially
dominant caste. Through the mechanism of merit, the hegemonic apparatus subtly, in the most refined manner
possible, keeps the lower castes at the
lowest level possible, subjugating them
in the most repressive manner, though
in the light of the day it does not appear
so coercive.
Even in a university like Jawaharlal Nehru University, especially under
the current establishment, the work of
reduplicating the social hierarchy into
the interiorised idea of merit is visible
in the most glaring manner, and when
this institutionally legitimated idea
of merit does not work – when a faculty or a student, for example, is even

better than other colleagues even in
accordance to the paradigm of merit –
coercive force is used by the legitimate
authority in the most brutal and corrupt and rotten manner possible.
To give an example: in my own case
of promotion, through ‘Career Advancement Scheme’ at JNU from ‘associate professor’ to ‘professor’, the present legitimate authority (who functions
like a dictator) used his authority, in
the most brutal manner possible, to
stop my promotion even though I have
fulfilled all academic qualifications. He
invoked a criterion of promotion (that
only he who has research scholars
awarded PhD under his supervision
will be promoted) which exists neither
in UGC rules nor in JNU rules. At the
same time, he has misused his authority to promote another colleague who
does not even have PhD scholars working with him.
It is a blatant example of caste discrimination that is possible even in a
university like JNU. It only reminds
us of the story of the wolf: when it
no longer could argue with the little
lamb who is drinking spring water the
downhill, the wolf argued that even if
the little lamb did not pollute the water, his ancestors had done so. The
wolf thereby took the liberty to punish
the little lamb: it jumped on him and
crushed him to death.
The caste discrimination, thus,
takes an infinite number of forms,
gestures, nuances and shades possible: when arguments work, then
it’s fine; when arguments do not
work, then force and violence is to
be used; in any case, social injustice
has to be perpetuated, hegemonic
domination has to be reproduced, for

Also see

At JNU, all that is
beautiful and “solid
has melted into the
air”…
A faculty member’s
open letter to JNU VC
M Jagadesh Kumar
http://www.governancenow.com/news/blogs/at-jnu-allthat-is-beautiful-and-solid-has-melted-into-the-air

arun kumar

reproduction of the condition of production – as the philosopher Louis Althusser insightfully explains – is the
very logic of hegemonic domination.
The caste question as part of university curriculum, within the closed
doors of the classroom, is all that is
fine, but the instance it breaks out
and wants to transform the social
situation, and puts into question unspeakable and barbaric violence of

“The brahminical order
is governed by what
Friedrich Nietzsche
calls ‘resentment’: the
illogical logic through
which social injustice
and social inequality is
legitimated and justified
is the logic that the wolf
gives. And the wolf is full
of resentment.”

hegemonic forces, then every weapon
must be used to stop it.
It is extremely difficult for a dalit to
be professor where the caste discrimination rules in such a manner, even
though the dalit faculty member has
achieved excellence, in so many different ways, in his academic works. The
logic of merit is used precisely to stop
any dalit colleagues to rise in the professional space, and when even this
does not work, then the most corrupt
ways will be used to stop the dalits.
Here, as elsewhere, the brahminical
order is governed by what Friedrich
Nietzsche calls ‘resentment’: the illogical logic through which social injustice
and social inequality is legitimated and
justified is the logic that the wolf gives.
And the wolf is full of resentment.
The question of social justice is the
absolute and unconditional question.
It concerns the very foundation of the
historical existence of the Indian nation. No one can evade it by reducing
it to a conditioned fulfilment through
practical politics. It demands the complete revolutionizing of the Indian society at large. n
feedback@governancenow.com
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Quantum urbanism,
step two, let it roll
counterintuitively
Nothing is what it seems to be and it’s fine. That’s the way the world has always
been and it’s time that we take off our blinkers and allow the complexity and
chaos to seep into our thought processes

R Swaminathan

O

nly that exceptional logician and philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein could have
brought forth the limitations of human
intellect in such a pithy and matter of
fact manner: the limits of my language
are the limits of my world. ‘What is quantum urbanism?’ is a question that has the
same quality as Wittgenstein’s deep reading of the human
condition. In exploring that question, we will get into a rabbit hole of where every twist will reveal a turn that can both
be a twist and a turn and exist as both till you decide what
you want it to be. A twist or a turn. It might appear as one
matter hatter of a counterintuitive double twist more suited
for bizarre theme parks than daily life. Yet, this is the heart
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of quantum urbanism. To understand and apply it to make
sense of our daily lives will need us to discard conventional
logic in the way we know it. In the way, we have been taught
in schools, colleges and universities as systems thinking. In
the way, it informs every aspect of our sense making with
sensing conceived as a process of identifying its constituent
parts and way it connects with each other. In the way, it turns
into commonsense.
Quantum urbanism is not esoteric. Nor is it rocket science,
a frequently used counter-example to convey the simplicity
of things. The analogy is used here not so much as a representative symbol of simplicity as it’s a literal repudiation of
a classical worldview of a natural world that could be discerned through universal laws. This brings us to the first
point. Rocket science is classical Newtonian physics, the best
manifestation of the Englishman’s third law that every action
has an equal and opposite reaction. That law is true. So are a
set of physical laws that make the natural world discernible

and understandable to us in absolute and universal terms.
It’s true that gravity, force, mass and momentum have a specific relationship that can be mathematically computed. It’s
true that these physical laws allow the characteristics of each
element of the natural world to be converted into specific
numerical values and decimal points. It’s also true that this
ability to deconstruct the natural world into constituent elements represented as numbers powers the logic of systems
thinking and systems.
This is classical science in a nutshell as it is classical urbanism. Both represent the commanding heights of systems
thinking. If the cornerstone of scientificity in classical science
is consistent replicability in laboratory conditions as any
high school chemistry or physics experiment would heartily attest to, the cornerstone of urbanity in classical urbanism is consistent predictability in standard city conditions as
any public transportation system worth its salt would readily
agree to. The immutability of the physical laws of classical

science and the unchanging systemic norms of classical urbanism comes with one big fine print.
This brings us to the second point. These physical laws
and systemic norms are applicable to a world of a certain
size. In the case of classical science, these laws hold true till
an atomic world of protons, neutrons and electrons. Once
the probe goes deeper into the arena of subatomic particles,
a world of neutrinos, positrons and Higgs Boson, forget being immutable, these laws are not even applicable. Enter the
quantum universe.
A universe is an apt descriptor as scientists are discovering that the forces powering the contraindicative and counterintuitive dynamics between the subatomic particles are
also the same forces, the mysterious dark matter being a
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is always in a dual state with the emerprominent one, that have powered our
gent possibility of being in two places at
universe for 13.82 billion years right When a ragpicker from an
the same time with his or her final posifrom the moment of Big Bang. Quan- extremely marginalised
tion determined by the moment of obtum theory is the rabbit hole that helps
servation, with the very act of observayou enter the universe and getting lost dalit community is hiding
tion and the subjectivity of the observer
is a certainty. If classical science was a
away from prying eyes
determining the final state. This duality
world of physical certainties and imis of two distinct kinds, one primeval
mutabilities, of binaries, of clear-as- and rummaging through
like the 13.82 billion-year-old ancient
daylight objectivities, and pitch darkuniverse and one contemporary and
as-night subjectivities, the quantum a rubbish heap, the act
modern like the god particle aka Higgs
universe is a perpetually grey mist of of observing him or her
Boson.
dualities, possibilities and tendencies.
An illustration will make this conIn this world a photon, which we get determines his or her
crete. When a ragpicker from an exexposed to every day as light from the
end state: an unclean
tremely marginalised dalit community
hot sun to the cool moon, is both a paris hiding away from prying eyes and
ticle and a wave. The light particle can vagabond or a small
rummaging through a rubbish heap,
choose, yes choose, to be in that probathe act of observing him or her deterbilistic dual state behaving as if it were entrepreneur looking for
mines his or her end state: an unclean
in two places at the same time. Its final
daily opportunity.
vagabond or a small entrepreneur lookstate of a particle or a wave is detering for daily opportunity. It’s a duality
mined at the moment of observation, as
with primeval roots. When a highly educated homemaker
if the very act of observation and the subjectivity of the obuses open source digital platforms, downloads blueprints
server somehow determines its character. Everything in the
about hand-held vacuum cleaners and prints them on home
quantum world is about complexity, chaos, multiple states
3D printers and sells them, the act of observing her deterand dynamic emergent possibilities.
mines her end state: a homemaker who uses her free time to
If this sounds fascinatingly impossible, the short rejoindo some entrepreneurial activities or an entrepreneur who
der to it is it isn’t. And if this sound infuriatingly subjective,
uses her free time to carry out some activities related to the
the short rejoinder to it is it is. For those who are interestmanagement of a home.
ed in slipping happily further into the rabbit hole, I would
This brings us to the third point of entanglement and
strongly recommend reading about the double slit experisuperposiment, which split a photon particle into two and proved its
tion. Just as
duality. In the same breath, I would also point in the direcclassical scition of the thought experiment designed by Austrian physience and its
cist Erwin Schrödinger called ‘Schrödinger’s Cat’, a scenario
underlying
where the cat is both simultaneously dead and alive, which
principles of
led to two important concepts of quantum superposition and
replicabilentanglement.
ity
powers
The consistent predictability of systemic norms in the
the modern
case of classical urbanism holds true till a world of the smallworld,
so
est administrative unit, a locality or a neighbourhood. Once
does classical
the interrogation goes deeper into the sub-administrative
world of small informal groups or
the invisible people
populating the gaps
between administrative units, the universe of quantum urbanism, the systemic
norms are no long
predictable or replicable. In fact, they
are not even applicable. In this world
an individual, like a
subatomic particle,
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urbanism and its underlying prinsystems, covered by a large swathe
ciples of predictability that powers Quantum urbanism is
of quantum worlds of various kinds
the modern city. That point cannot be a completely new way
which would not be served simply
overstated: the extremely efficient and
because systems thinking just cannot
predictable suburban train network of of looking at an urban
comprehend it and hence would not
Mumbai is a system by all definitions.
know how to engage with it.
world that is becoming
The point is about the expanding
If systems thinking has run its
quantum worlds within our cities where extremely complex and
course, and that does seem to be case,
people are continuously entangled with
the question of alternatives arise. This
each other despite the system and by chaotic. It’s also a way
brings us to the fourth and last point
default outside of it creating numerous to understand, analyse
for this part of the series. The point
superpositions where every state in a
is about striking the right balance bemultiplicity of states has equal proba- and cater to the subtween classical urbanism and quanbility of being the end state of a person.
tum urbanism. This is where urbanadministrative forces and
Such quantum worlds are expanding.
ists and people associated with cities
Many are invisible and marginalised, dynamics of interaction,
can draw inspiration from the world
like ragpickers, several are choosing
of science where a balance, even if
to selectively connect and disconnect engagement, negotiation
an uneasy one, has been established
with the system, like the entrepreneurbetween the classical world and the
and contestation that are
homemaker, and a few are consciously
quantum world. Quantum urbandeciding to stay away from it as much binding people today in
ism is a completely new way of lookas possible, like the urban farmer who
ing at an urban world that is becomsell his organic produce over a digital seemingly contradictory
ing extremely complex and chaotic.
platform. All of us can feel it. All of us ways.
It’s also a way to understand, analyse
can also see it. It’s also something that
and cater to the sub-administrative
doesn’t need data or research to prove
forces and dynamics of interaction,
it, both being a representation of a systems overhang. The
engagement, negotiation and contestation that are binding
fact is that systems and system thinking is collapsing simpeople today in seemingly contradictory ways: it’s necesply because they don’t have the language, grammar and idsary to keep in mind that the word ‘contradictory’ is used
iom to understand and accommodate the sheer counterinas defined by systems thinking. Using the frame of quantum
tuitive nature
urbanism to define old problems in innovative ways brings
of quantum
to the fore emergent possibilities of creating new architecurbanism.
tures of governance and management of urban resources
Without the
that can bring about distributed and disaggregated models
semantic arof people engagement that puts sustainability, resilience, lochitecture,
cal ownership and democratic participation at the centre of
cities will inthe production, distribution and consumption of every kind
creasingly
of public and private goods. Quantum urbanism will also dihave smaller
rectly impact and change our ways of life, living and doing
and smaller
business at a fundamental level, and we will discover how
islands
of
in the remaining parts of the series. n
Next: Quantum
urbanism in action:
Transforming jobs into
work & why it’s good
for us and the earth
Swaminathan is visiting
research fellow at Uppsala University Sweden
where he is part the project ‘Future Urbanism’. He
is also research director
of the Centre for Social
Impact and Philanthropy,
Ashoka University.
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Three SAIL plants up for
disinvestment

T

he
government
has accorded
in-principle
approval for
strategic disinvestment
of three units of Steel Authority of
India Limited (SAIL) – Visveswaraya Iron and Steel Plant, Bhadravati,
Salem Steel Plant, Tamil Nadu, and
Alloy Steel Plant, Durgapur. The
government has decided to go for
the disinvestment due to consistent
losses being incurred by the said
steel units.
Significant steps taken by SAIL to
improve the financial performance
of the three plants include: capital
investment to improve the facilities,
reduce consumption level of raw
materials, produce optimisation
and product-mix improvement,
improve techno-economic parameters, address waste management
issues, and reduce inventory of
finished/semi-finished
products,
stores and spares and raw materials, reduce logistic cost for transportation of raw materials and finished
steel and reduce specific power and
water consumption.

HAL aims for higher revenue

H

industan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) has signed an agreement
for the financial year 2017-18 with
the ministry of defence (MoD). The
MoU outlines targets on various
performance parameters of the
enterprise during the year 2017-18.
The revenue from operations has
been targeted at `17,900 crore, the
highest ever. The company has also
laid specific emphasis on capacity
building,
modernisation,
solar
power plants, aiming to achieve
capital expenditure of `1,300 crore.
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Policy on private partnerships in defence finalised

T

he government has finalised the
policy on strategic partnerships in
the defence sector.
The policy on strategic partnerships
is intended to bring in a transparent,
objective and functional mechanism
to encourage broader participation of the private sector, in addition to defence public sector
undertakings (DPSUs), to manufacture aircraft, submarines,
helicopters and armoured
vehicles.
It is expected that the
policy will enhance competition, increase efficiencies, facilitate faster and
more significant absorption of technology,

create a tiered industrial ecosystem,
ensure development of a wider skill
base, trigger innovation, promote participation in global value chains as well
as exports, leading to reduction in dependence on imports and greater selfreliance and dependability of supplies
essential to meet national security
objectives.
Transparency and fair competition will be ensured through
rigorous implementation of the
processes as contained in the
extant defence procurement procedures.
Minister of state for
defence Subhash Bhamre
gave this information in
Rajya Sabha.

India to get world’s first gas-to-bioethanol refinery
Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IndianOil) and LanzaTech, a carbon recycling
company, have signed a statement of intent to construct the world’s first refinery
of gas-to-bioethanol production facility in India. LanzaTech has developed a gas
fermentation process to make fuels and chemicals. Instead of sugars and yeast,
the company uses a biological catalyst to ferment waste gas emissions. The large
volume of waste gas produced at industrial facilities cannot be stored, rather it
must be combusted to make power locally and emitted as carbon dioxide (CO2).

Raipur airport ranked first
in customer satisfaction

2.5 cr LPG connections
given to women

R

A

aipur’s Swami Vivekananda Airport has ranked first in customer
satisfaction among 49 airports in the
country.
The airport achieved 4.84 score in a
five-point scale index in the latest Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) survey
conducted by an independent agency
for the period of January-June 2017
followed by Udaipur, Amritsar and
Dehradun airports, which have scored
4.75, 4.74 and 4.73 respectively.
Customer satisfaction is one of the
key performance objectives of AAI,
which is evaluated through CSI survey conducted by an agency commissioned by AAI.

n LPG connection that marks the
2.5 crore milestone under Pradhan
Mantri Ujjwala Yojana (PMUY) was
given to Gouri Sarkar, a resident of
Raghunathgunj, by president Pranab
Mukherjee at Jangipur in West Bengal.
This marked the completion of the release of 2.5 crore LPG connections to
women beneficiaries from below poverty line households across the country under PMUY. While distributing
PMUY connections to 11 beneficiaries,
Mukherjee was elated to learn that
PMUY has crossed the 2.5 crore connections within a span of 14 months.
PMUY was launched by prime minister Narendra Modi in Ballia last year.
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“Privacy right not absolute in developing economy like India”

T

hat’s what attorney general
KK Venugopal told the ninejudge constitutional bench
of the supreme court hearing the
right to privacy case. Venugopal
argued on July 26 that there can be
no independent right called right
to privacy, and that privacy is only
a sociological notion, not a legal
concept. He said if privacy were
declared a fundamental right, then
it can be a qualified right. He said
that only some aspects of privacy
are fundamental, not all, and it is a
limited fundamental right that can be taken away in legitimate state interest. The
constitutional bench, in the words of justice Nariman, “… will decide the issue once
and for all for conceptual clarity for the nation”. In an important development, three
non-BJP-ruled states and a UT – Karnataka, West Bengal, Punjab, and Puducherry
– decided to join the issue on the side of the petitioners and argued that there
does exist a fundamental right to privacy in India.

“It is very important that
India has a strategic
position on data. It’s not a
technology problem, it is a
policy problem.”
Nandan Nilekani, Aadhaar pioneer, while
speaking about ‘Data as Oil of 21st Century: India’s
Response’ at Delhi Economics Forum

WCD ministry receives 97 trolling complaints in a year

A

year ago the ministry of women and child
development had set up a cell to report
complaints related to online trolling and
harassment. The ministry asked women to send
their complaints on complaint-mwcd@gov.in from
July 2016. So far 97 complaints have been received
through Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, said
minister of state Krishna Raj in Lok Sabha. As per
the National Crime Records Bureau data, a total of
1,203 cases in 2013, 758 cases in 2014 and 816
cases in 2015 were registered under publishing of obscene/sexually explicit content
(Section 67- 67 C of Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000) in electronic form. Under
the Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008, sections 67, 67A & 67B deal with
punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material, sexually explicit material
and material depicting children in sexually explicit act, respectively in electronic form.
There is no proposal with the ministry of electronics and information technology for any
changes in the IT Act at present, the minister said.

`97,681

cr

Banks’ exposure to the telecom sector
Source: Ministry of finance

2,45,706 fair price shops automated
According to the department of food and public
distribution, of the total 5.27 lakh fair price shops
(FPSs) across the country, 2,45,706 have been
automated. The department is installing electronic
point of sale (e-PoS) devices for the biometric
authentication and distribution of the subsidised
food grains to eligible beneficiaries. E-PoS devices
facilitate the authentication of beneficiaries
(preferably Aadhaar-based), recording of sales to
beneficiaries electronically and uploading of sale
transactions data in a central server.

IR seeks inputs on cyber security
Minister of railways Suresh Prabhu
chaired a roundtable meet on
‘Ensuring cyber security on Indian
railways’, wherein he sought inputs
from government and private
agencies including National Critical
Information Infrastructure Protection
Centre, Microsoft and CISCO, among
others. Railways’ critical activities
including train operations rely heavily
on IT systems. Functions such as
ticketing, freight operations and asset
management too are dependent on
the IT. During the discussions, ideas
were exchanged on cyber threats,
security incidents and advanced
solutions. The cyber security
measures must be implemented as
per acceptable standards in the IT.

Banks lost `252 cr to cybercrime
Over three years, banks have lost `88,553 every
hour to cybercrime, the Times of India reported.
The banks lost `252 crore between April 1, 2014
and June 30, 2017, the report said. Nearly 40 cases
of cybercrime costing `21.24 lakh a day on an
average have been reported. The report cites data
of 102 banks obtained from the RBI.
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India’s App Economy

10 percent increase in India’s internet traffic leads to, on average, a
3.3 percent increase in India’s GDP,
and a 10 percent increase in India’s
mobile internet traffic leads to a 1.3
percent increase in the GDP, says a study, ‘Estimating the value of new generation internet
based applications in India’, by the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER) and Broadband India Forum. It
notes that during 2015-16 India’s internet traffic increased by 17 percent, resulting in an absolute increase of $103.9 billion (`6,926.5 billion)

in the country’s GDP. “An equivalent increase in
India’s mobile internet traffic during the period
2015-16 would result in an absolute increase of
$41.4 billion (`2,759.9 billion) in India’s GDP during the year,” the report said. The apps contributed a minimum of $20.4 billion (`1,357.6 billion)
in the year 2015-16 to India’s GDP, according to
the study. The ICRIER study considers usage of
internet app services as a basis to calculate its impact instead of taking into account only access
to the internet. The ICRIER examined 16 apps to
quantify the economic impact of apps, and where
possible, highlight their social impact.

Addressed lack of familiarity and
distrust while booking tickets
online

Addresses huge information asymmetry in
the market for scholarships

E-bookings, driven by apps,
accounted for $13 billion in
a $47 billion market in 2016;
number of transactions made
by app users is twice that
of non-app users

Over 20,000 students received scholarships
worth more than `24 crores through the
platform
Increased outreach of scholarship
programmes by partnering with 40
newspapers

A dating and
matchmaking app for
the differently abled

the app
world

Over 3,000 matches
on the app so far

An integrated platform for government
services, reducing inconvenience and
costs for citizens
MP Mobile has integrated services from
12 government departments, all under a
single platform
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A social media app,
facilitating creation
of a more language
inclusive internet ecosystem
It is a portal that appeals more to users in
tier-2 and tier-3 cities; users are dominated
by students and retired professionals/
businessmen over the age of 65 years
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ICRIER’s recommendations

537.4

$

Address lack of digital
infrastructure

bn

contribution of
internet economy
by 2020
$

270.9

Invest in India’s
e-gov app ecosystem
Encourage
development of
vernacular content
Use Start-up India to
accelerate growth

bn
Promote skill
development for app
developers

contribution
attributed to apps

11 GB
per month
data traffic per
smartphone by
2022, up from 4 GB
per month in 2016

Strengthen cybersecurity infrastructure

Promote government
and private sector
collaboration

Change perceptions
and build awareness
among consumers
Disentangle regulatory
needs

Scatter plot for GDP per capita and mobile internet traffic
across 19 states in India (2015-16)

Develop a systematic
approach to
regulations

WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger are the two
most downloaded apps
in India
Source: TRAI Performance Indicators Report, CSO, CISCO VNI
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Making the cloud
industry-friendly
The telecom regulator may soon propose a simple
regulatory framework for cloud computing
Pratap Vikram Singh

I

ndia may not take a heavy-handed approach in regulating cloud
computing. The telecom regulatory authority of India (TRAI) is
expected to submit its recommendations on cloud computing to the
department of telecommunications (DoT) in the next couple of
months, says an official aware
of the matter. In its submission,
the regulator is considering industry-friendly rules governing
cloud technology – in line with
the goals of the national telecom
policy (NTP), 2012, which envisions India as “a global leader in
the development and provision
of cloud services”.
The TRAI and the ministry
of electronics and information
technology (MeitY) are the two
government bodies that have
been working in parallel to create an enabling environment
for cloud computing for the last
five years. But the two have not
been working in tandem. Both
are working separately on cloud
computing framework, each
with little or very less communication with the other, creating
confusion in the industry and
among users.
As per the 2012 telecom policy, the government proposes to
take “new policy initiatives to

ensure rapid expansion of new services and technologies at globally competitive prices by addressing the concerns
of cloud users and other stakeholders”.
In 2012, the DoT had written to TRAI
seeking its views on issues around cloud
computing such as interoperability, security, quality of service and industry
incentive. Four years later, in June last
year, the regulator issued a consultation

paper on cloud computing, requesting
feedback on a set of 21 questions. Various industry associations, including
Nasscom and the Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI), had appealed
against heavy-handed regulation in
their submissions to the TRAI.
Keeping in mind the concerns raised
by the industry, TRAI is planning to
mandate registration of cloud service
providers (CSPs). For this, companies
based abroad may have to set up an office in India. TRAI, however, may not
propose licensing of CSPs – an option
stated in the consultation paper.
According to TRAI’s consultation
paper, the CSPs come under the Telegraph Act, which defines cloud as “a
means to send and receive data operating by way of a closed network or the
internet”. Hence, it could be subjected
to licensing provisions, which involves
stringent legal and security compliances, keeping licencees on their toes.
The regulator, the official says,
would not mandate interoperability
standards; it would leave
it to the market forces. In
order to protect the interests of small and medium
enterprises that may not
understand
technology,
TRAI would formulate a
model service level agreement (SLA), which will incorporate factors such as
redundancy, latency, 24x7
availability, security and
privacy.
“It is not much of a
challenge for informed
consumers, especially the
large corporations. They
sign SLAs, which take
care of most of the issues
around security, data protection and vendor lockin, among others. For the
uninformed
customers,
the regulator believes that
interoperability should be
part of SLAs, as information asymmetry is high between the buyer and seller,” the official says.
The regulator doesn’t
ashish asthana
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recommend data localisation, that
is, hosting of data centres within the
country. Major internet and cloud corporations are based in North America
and Europe, and so are their data centres. The access to data is governed by
the respective laws of the host countries. For the Indian law enforcement
agencies (LEAs), obtaining data from
these corporations takes a long time,
hampering their work.
To address the challenges faced
by the LEAs, the regulator would propose instead expansion of the mutual
legal assistance treaty (MLAT). The
MLATs are mainly related to criminal
extradition. But provisions related to
sharing of information are not entirely covered under MLATs. “These
agreements should be made more exhaustive,” the official says. India has
signed MLAT deals with 39 countries,
including the US and the UK.
“The government should not hinder the growth of cloud technology through localisation policy. It is,
moreover, not easy to dictate such a
policy to major corporations,” the official says.
Also, the obligations under Article
14 of the WTO General Agreement
on Trade in Services caution governments against localisation policy. Yet
the regulator may recommend hosting of the government and highly sensitive data in India, the official says.
In a first, the TRAI would propose
that the instructions seeking user
data from CSPs should come from a
judge and not a secretary of the government of India. “In the US, the instructions for seeking information
come from judges and not secretaries. TRAI is proposing somewhat this
kind of mechanism,” the official says.
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that will enable them in the procurement of cloud services.
Last year, it brought out the first list
of empanelled CSPs. These CSPs can be
approached by the government user
agencies for rolling out their applications and services.

Major
concerns related to
cloud computing
Interoperability: It is essentially the
ability to communicate across different
systems. For the cloud, it means software
and applications should be portable, able
to run across different service providers.
Each cloud service provider creates its
own processes for a user, leading to issues
such as vendor lock-in, portability and inflexibility to use multiple vendors.
Data security: Deletion of records with-

out back-up of original content poses a
threat to data security. Lack of proper data
protection techniques and legal laws are
major factors that deter organisations or
users from using the cloud.

Data privacy: Data on cloud is usually distributed, raising concerns around jurisdiction, data exposure and privacy.

Data ownership: Terms and conditions
of CSPs may sometimes suggest some medium of ownership rights, even without legal transfer. It leads to data security threats
emerging from the possibility of misuse of
data by CSP. It leads to several challenges,
including vendor lock-in.

MeitY’s mandate

The MeitY, on the other hand, has kept
away from formulating legal provisions concerning cloud computing so
far. Currently, the ministry is preparing a second list of empanelled CSPs.
The list includes Airtel, Reliance Jio
and Amazon Web Services. It has also
formulated a model SLA and guidelines for user government agencies

Lawful interception: With numerous developments in cloud computing, previous
methods of lawful intercept are no longer
valid; it needs new thinking. As there is an
issue of multi jurisdiction, there should be
an alternate way to impose restriction on
cross-border movement of some critical information like tax returns, financial transactions and health records.

Initially, MeitY began its policy
work on cloud in 2013 when it formed
a working group headed by Infosys
co-founder Kris Gopalakrishnan for
making government the enabler for
the cloud ecosystem and adopting a
cloud policy intervention for legal
and regulatory framework. The group
had submitted its report in about two
years. Around the same time, officials
in charge of the cloud initiative either
left or were transferred to other projects. The details of the working group’s
report are not known yet.
The ministry had also planned to set
up an architecture management office
(AMO) and cloud management office
(CMO) for project design and implementation. Three years later, it is yet
to form these bodies, and a policy on
cloud. According to a ministry official,
MeitY may consider setting up a CMO.
Whether it would address legal and
regulatory aspects remains to be seen.
The cloud ecosystem, however, is a
combination of organisational, legal,
regulatory, infrastructure and technological aspects. “All have to be dealt
with simultaneously,” says a former senior MietY official.
In terms of technology, interoperability standards play a crucial role
when users want to use multiple
clouds or when they want to switch
from one service provider to another.
In its absence, integration between
software hosted in different clouds
would be a major challenge.
There is also a need for an exit policy
and migration – when a user wants to
switch service providers, the user must
be assured by the existing CSP that its
data has not been illegally stored and
that the migration to the new service
provider is done without any hassles.
Cloud computing also requires
amendments to the IT Act, 2000, for issues related to security, liability, data
ownership and access to LEAs, the official says. Lastly, there is need for synergy at the higher levels between the
communications ministry and MeitY
so that CSPs and users have clarity on
rules and regulations. n
pratap@governancenow.com

Source: TRAI consultation paper on cloud computing, 2016
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hough somewhat old-fashioned, one of the several
perspectives on education
is that it is all about knowledge. There have been other
perspectives too that held sway in different phases of human history. For
early man, it was probably of prime
importance for his survival. In ancient
times, after humans entered the agricultural mode of civilization, it came to
be respected as a repository of collective memory. Much later, it acquired
the function of training young minds,
perhaps in the interest of preserving
social order, or simply because collective memory had by then gained
autonomy and space outside the individual consciousness of the members
of the species. During the last few centuries, education has become a scrutiny regime that a young person must
imbibe in order to be socially acceptable, economically productive and be
approved as politically non-volatile.
Just as the objectives of education have
kept changing through history, the formal arrangements for its transmission
and reception too have passed through
from epoch to epoch.
In our time, education is once again
facing the need for a complete metamorphosis. Often, the sea change so
rapidly taking place in the idea of education is placed alongside the question
of knowledge. Thus, the French-Canadian philosopher Jean-Francois Lyotard’s
analysis of the post-modern condition
proposed a wide scattering and utter fragmentation of knowledge in the
twenty-first century into ‘knowledges’,
pegged not on analogy but on what he
called ‘paralogy’. Throughout the last
quarter of the twentieth century, a large
array of theory delved into the archaeology of knowledge in order to highlight

the epistemic shift in human knowledge
being witnessed. Two major factors – at
least those that are most visible and easier to grasp, as well as those with an unusual power to hurt or to please – made
their presence felt precisely at the same
time as the established idea of knowledge started facing a series of epistemic
shocks. One, the post-Cold War Western
economies started unleashing an unprecedented disinvestment tendency in
the field of education, and two, developments in the fields of artificial intelligence and chip-based memory started
questioning the content in established
educational practices. Thus, government that were keen on cutting public
costs on education, and institutions that
were keen on pruning some of the more
traditional fields of knowledge from
the gamut of institutional education
became the order of the day. While this
was happening in the West, and surely
as a fallout in the countries that had accepted the idea of universal knowledge
and, therefore, a ‘universal idea of education’, some United Nations agencies
had been voicing serious alarm on the
plummeting development index in the
global South.
In the first decade of the twenty-first
century, in countries like China and India, there appeared a mixed and fairly
confused situation in the field of education. On the one hand, the number of
universities multiplied as never before
in history; on the other, governments
actively promoted the idea of education as a kind of industry that cannot be
developed without private enterprise.
As a consequence, in India, if one had
been talking of 130 universities at the
beginning of the decade, by the end of
the decade the number was in four digits. We have today several categories
of universities: national universities,
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central universities, state universities,
deemed universities, open universities, private universities and foreign
universities operating through franchise arrangements, some of these enviably large as industrial empires and
others as tiny as cyber cafes. Add to
these nearly 60,000 institutes of tertiary technical education. Normally, this
should be a welcome development,
except that the phase of this explosion
of institutions has coincided with the
state’s accentuated withdrawal from
the field. The United Progressive Alliance government trod this path, and
the present Bharatiya Janata Party is
treading it too. The torrential invasion
of information and communications
technology and the drying up of state
patronage of provided to all fields and
disciplines of knowledge have, together, created new rapids, new pitfalls,
new puzzles, and new unfilled spaces
in the field of education in India. Here
is a random and merely symptomatic
snapshot of the ‘news’ in the field.
The country has watched on television and read in newspapers about the
gruesome and blood-curdling Vayapam scam involving tens of thousands
of young persons whose education
was not equal to the requirement of
intellectual competence expected of
them. So they went out seeking relief
through impersonation, bribery, cheating and simply falling prey to greed
and murderous crime. If this shameful and horrifying scam took place in
a short calendar space, the intellectual
and moral rot atop which it stands has
been around for a quite a while. Saying
this is not intended to be a defence of
the caste system – vicious as they are –
but a necessary comment on the larger
scale tragedy and deception of which
the young in India are hapless victims.
Add to this sordid tale of mockery of
knowledge the mediocrity and greed
witnessed on the campus of practically
every university and research institution. Add also the neglect of several
key fields of knowledge and academic disciplines that makes knowledge
generation hugely lopsided and heavily laden with the idea of ‘knowledge
for profit’. Modern education in India

has not been just a public institutional
system set up only or primarily by the
state. It is also a cultural product for
creation of which a very large number
of selfless individuals have given their
all. Therefore, their vision and creation cannot be seen as a government
undertaking ready for disinvestment
when such a move suits the economy.
Unfortunately, after Independence,
none of the greater visions of education suitable for sustaining the innate
strengths of the Indian society were
organically integrated with education,
particularly higher education in India.
The idea of producing engineers and
doctors as manpower for economic development gained ground, and all secondary school education got bogged
down under its crushing pressure.
English alone was seen as the language
of knowledge; and the easier prospects
of employment for those who had access to the English language drove the
entire the primary school education
inexorably do the learning of English.
Though there is nothing wrong with
the idea of schooling through the English language per se, it is a scientifically

The Crisis Within: On
Knowledge and Education in
India
By GN Devy
Aleph Book Company
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established fact that education in one’s
mother tongue gives young learners
a far greater ability to grasp complex
abstract concepts. So, all in all, we now
have millions of children who simply drop out because there is nothing
in school that can retain them. Those
who continue have to study in a manner such that their ability to think
originally is systematically curtailed
at an early stage. When they cross the
school age and move to higher education, the institutional rot there leaves
little space for them to acquire any
genuine intellectual interest, let alone
research skills. The college level institution too defines ‘success’ in terms of
‘placements for jobs’ and how much
the graduates can draw as their first
salary. What about knowledge, thinking, questioning, reasoning, quest, research and pursuit of truth? Well, they
are the marginalized beings in the arena of human resource development.
The sociologist Shiv Visvanathan comments in an editorial:
“The playful power of these intellectual efforts still recharges many a
new imagination. Both teachers and
students inevitably know such a community of understanding cannot be
created by mercenaries… Because one
does not understand the ecology for
exemplars, one fetishes management
theories which commodotise education, turning the teacher-student relationship into one of an arid clientelism,
a paisa vasool model, good for bargaining in second-hand shops but a misfit
for a world of values.”
If knowledge is the core of education
and if education lays the very foundation of a nation, the nation needs to reflect on the plight to which these have
been reduced. n
Excerpt published with permission of the
publishers.
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India’s ‘corruptibles’ and
their spectacular scams
A book that explores the salience of corruption in the Indian body politic
Rahul Dass

H

eavily sweetened dirty deals
have always raised a stink
and there is no end to insatiable greed.
The problem in this country is that
the morbid stench of corruption is no
longer overpowering. We seem to be
putting the handkerchief to our nose
and moving on, as if this is the new
normal.
N Ram, chairman of Kasturi & Sons
Limited and former editor-in-chief of
The Hindu and Frontline magazine,
delves deep into the intractable corruption problem in his new book:
‘Why Scams Are Here to Stay’. It attempts to help the reader understand
corruption in India and it does cover a
lot of ground.
The book says that corruption dates
back to the days of the East India Company and adds that it was shaped by its
senior officials and its ‘nabobs’, who,
returning home with huge fortunes,
became a byword for the ‘new corruption’ in eighteenth century Britain.
“East India Company officials were the
major perpetrators of corruption in India but the colonial narrative made it
appear that was an endemically corrupt society that had ensnared them in
its coils,” Ram notes.
“In an infamous defence of his venality, Robert Clive, the founder of British imperium in India, gave expression
in 1772 to the view that it was impossible to avoid the giving and receiving
of costly ‘presents’ in the country. In a
private letter written to a Tory politician, the East India Company’s third
governor general, Charles Cornwallis,
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raising the level of public awareness
confided that he ‘really’ believed ‘evbut are unable to sustain themselves
ery native of Hindostan’ to be corrupt,”
beyond a point and fail to meet the
it adds.
lofty objectives they set themselves.”
After India gained independence,
The anti-corruption movements spearthere have been some efforts to get the
headed by Jayaprakash Narayan in the
measure of corruption. The first seri1970s and by Anna Hazare in 2011-12
ous attempt was by the K Santhanam
make the point.
Committee, which was tasked in 1962
To an oft repeated argument on corto “review the problem of corruption
ruption, the book notes that there was
and make suggestions”. It had the fola time when the stock explanation for
lowing to say: “The problem of corcorruption in India was the ‘permit-liruption is complex, having roots and
cence-quota raj’ – virtually everything
ramifications in society as a whole.
could be attributed to it. “The predicIn its widest connotation, corruption
tion offered by a legion of neoliberal
includes improper or selfish exercise
economists and political theorists was
of power and influence attached to
that deregulation and liberalisation
a public office or to the special posiwould lead to the prevention, containtion one occupies in public life. In this
ment, and eventual elimination of corsense, the problem would have to be
ruption.” Precisely the opposite has
viewed in relation to the entire system
happened: liberalisation has ushered
of moral values and socio-economic
in corruption in a much larger variety
structure of society which we could not
of forms than anything seen under the
undertake.”
so-called licence raj. Not to forget, croAccording to Ram, the problem in
ny capitalism.
India, “where moralistic approaches
Taking a critical look at electoral
to corruption are common and often
finance, the author says it typically
dominate public discourse, is that the
involves corruption on a large scale.
gap between what the anti-corruption
“But the variability of
campaigners, many of
national laws regulatthem ‘Gandhians’, deing campaign financmand and what the poling and donations to
ity and the legal system
political parties and
are willing and able to
the seriousness with
do, is enormous.”
which they are enThe result, he arforced can make a siggues, is that “anti-cornificant difference to
ruption
institutional
the incidence, forms
arrangements and acWhy Scams Are Here to
and scale of this type of
tions habitually miss
Stay
corruption.”
the mark; and mass
So, how much of an
campaigns against corBy N Ram
actual advance does
ruption, fuelled largely
Aleph Book Company
the Lokpal as an instiby moral outrage, make
202 pages, `399
tution, represent?
their contribution by

arun kumar

Ram refers to an emailed response
from NS Nigam, associate professor
at the Azim Premji University in Bengaluru, who explained why the Lokpal could not possibly be a deep cure
for corruption in India: “its proposed
strength is its independence from
the political corruption that it is supposed to investigate. However, even
the most independent of investigative
agencies cannot adjudicate the guilt
of persons accused of corruption. An
investigating body cannot establish
conclusively that a person is involved
in political corruption; in a democracy
this function is performed by the judiciary alone. If the judicial process is
delayed or compromised in adjudicating on corruption, the Lokpal’s efforts
will necessarily fail to bear fruition.”
Is India more corrupt that most
other countries? To that, the book says,
when it comes to comparisons, there is
an easy case and a virtually insoluble
one. What we can say with certainty
or near certainty, based on our general knowledge and experience, is that
there is far more corruption in India
than in Denmark or the UK or Germany or Singapore. This is a subjective,
qualitative judgement that is easy to
form and it is unlikely to be contested
seriously.
But, is there more corruption in India than in China or South Africa or
Brazil or Nigeria?
The author says, “we cannot answer
this question because there is no reliable empirical basis on which quantitative comparisons of corruption can
be made, and qualitative judgements
can be no more than guesses.”
The book goes on to say that there
are sectors such as mining and, most
notoriously the arms trade, where
many foreign companies trying to do
business with India engage in corruption, almost always through intermediaries or middlemen. “Disguising bribes
and kickback as commissions and routing them through agents to decisionmakers seems to the rule rather than
the exception.”
In the section devoted to case studies, Ram discusses at length the Bofors scandal and corruption in Tamil

The Anna Hazare-led protest
in 2011 brought the issue of
corruption to the fore
Nadu. Notably, he had led The Hindu’s
investigation in the Bofors case. The
Bofors scandal revolved around the
Rajiv Gandhi government’s decision
to purchase from the Swedish arms
manufacturing company an advanced
155mm howitzer system. The transaction was valued at SEK 8.41 billion
(`1,437.72 crore at the prevailing exchange rate). “It turned out that unacknowledged payments aggregating `64
crore – termed commissions and calculated on a percentage basis – had been
paid by Bofors into secret Swiss bank
accounts after the contract was won
on March 24, 1986.”
An interesting anecdote shared by
Ram is that when strenuous damage
limitation and cover-up efforts were
underway in India and Sweden, a tip
came from unexpected quarters. “During the course of an informal conversation at the Rashtrapati Bhavan in
1988, R Venkataraman, president of
India who had held various key ministerial portfolios including defence, and
was known for his integrity, said to me,
‘Don’t you know that the standard rate
of commission in major defence deals
is 6 percent?’ ”
The book mentions the deadly corruption system in BJP-ruled Madhya
Pradesh’s ‘Vyapam’, which involved
a set of ingeniously devised criminal
services provided on a rate-card basis,
by the racketeers to students and jobseekers to cheat their way into staterun medical colleges and government

jobs. The book should have, but does
not go deeper into the Vyapam scam.
The author describes Tamil Nadu
as a case of grand corruption. “It has
specified rates for facilitative, collusive
and extractive corruption, depending
on the sector; fixed collection quotas,
sweetened with incentives, for ministers, bureaucrats, and other collection
agents; and no-nonsense enforcement
of the rules.”
Ram suggests some remedial measures to tackle the deep-rooted malaise
of corruption. He calls for action on the
legislative front, including notifying
without delay the Whistleblowers Protection Act. Action has also been sought
on the need to overcome the lack of enforcement capacity. The author also
stresses upon the need for stricter,
cleaner and more effective regulation,
besides raising the visibility of corporate and private sector fraud. An important suggestion is for reforming
and cleansing political finance and
electoral funding.
The book will be of considerable interest to researchers and academics,
but for the average reader, it could be
a clunky read in some parts. The narrative could have been much better handled. The section on case studies could
have been more expansive since there
is a lot of material in public domain, on
a string of scams that have rocked this
country over the past few decades. n
rahul@governancenow.com
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On a
personal

NOTE

Pandit Jasraj
Vocalist

Born in a small village near Hisar in Haryana, Pandit Jasraj comes from a family of musicians of over four generations.
Jasraj was initiated to music by his revered father, Pandit Motiram. Soon after his death, Jasraj went through intensive
tutelage under his elder brother and guru, Pandit Maniram, and later under Maharaja Jaiwant Singh. He performed
in the Mewati gharana style. Jasraj’s voice is known for its vocal range, extending over three-and-a-half octaves,
perfect diction, clarity in sur and gayaki and command in all aspects of laya and rhythm. Jasraj has also trained
young vocalists like Rattan Mohan Sharma and Kala Ramnath. He was awarded the Padma Bhushan in 1990 and the
Padma Vibhushan in 2000. Recently, he sang ‘Namami Devi Narmade’, the anthem of the Narmada Seva Mission of the
Madhya Pradesh government.

What is your mantra for success?
I’m a musician, so I would say that in order to be successful, just follow your guru’s teachings. You need to completely surrender to your guru. Our parents and guru are
the living divine for us. The mantra lies in guru bhakti [devotion to your Guru] and through it success will surely be
achieved.
How has the world of music changed over time?
What we say is alive, if that does not undergo change, then
it’s not really alive. Changes are necessary. What doesn’t
change is essentially dead. Just as a child at home grows
up, becomes a young man and then gets old. This is such
a slow process that no one can actually see the change
happening. Similarly, music is alive and it is changing so
slowly that it’s hard to say how it has changed.
You created a novel form of jugalbandi called Jasrangi. What makes it special?
What makes Jasrangi jugalbandi special is that a male and
female singer sing together, but both are singing different ragas. Both these ragas share the same notes but their
style of singing and the movement of the ragas are totally
different. Both these ragas meet via a technique called
‘moorcchana bhed’ in Indian classical music. That is what
makes it unique.
You have the sense of many forms of music. What is it
that makes Indian music unique?
Our music is based on the shastras. In this music, ragas
are sung based on the time of the day. Bhairav raga is
sung in the morning, Marwa in the evening and Darbari
at night. Do you know why? It’s because, at these particular times of the day, these are the notes that are circling
the atmosphere. This is why a musician, whose mind is
open, can hear these musical notes in nature at these
times of the day. It has happened to me more than once
that I have tuned my swarmandal at the green room for
a particular raga, which is in accordance to the time of
the day, but when I reach the stage, I put the swarmandal
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aside and decide to sing a different raga. Do you know
why? While walking up to the stage, I hear totally different notes in the environment. What I had tuned my
instrument for, and what is present here [on the stage]
are different. In such cases, I just put my instrument aside
and sing what I hear. If the musician is able to hear and
understand what is present in the atmosphere at a given
time of the day, the music will be very effective. This is the
uniqueness of Indian classical music. An artist constantly
engages in creation through musical notes.
The Bhakti tradition and the Sufi movement impacted
music greatlycenturiesago.Isittrueeventoday?Arethey
connected in some way?
There have been many forms of music that have originated from Bhakti tradition. Bhakti sangeet has originated
from Sama Veda. Whether you recall it from the shastras
or from Ramakrishna, bhakti is the oldest form of music.
Sufi music is also, in some way, bhakti music. Islam calls it
Sufi, but it ultimately is devotional, normally using words
like Allah. Sufi music goes more towards the qawwali
style of singing.
Tell us about your association with the river Narmada?
In India, we consider rivers as our mother, they are lifegiving. Every Indian is associated with one river or the
other because rivers are the source of life. I recently recorded music for the Narmada.
If you were to give a piece of advice to your younger
self, what would it be?
One can get the correct advice at the correct time, either
from their guru, or if one’s intellect blooms, they themselves can decide what is right for them. I do not want to
give any advice to my younger self. Whatever mistakes
were made in my life cannot be fixed now, and the mistakes that didn’t happen have already brought me where
I am today.
As told to Yoshika Sangal

photo Courtesy: www.PanditJasraj.com
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Reforms meaningful only
if understood in proper
perspective: Mundra

R

eserve Bank of India deputy governor SS Mundra said
that as far as India becoming a cash-less society is
concerned, it is “nowhere
near the table”.
Mundra said Sweden is the only
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country in the world which has completely become a cash-less economy. “In
order to become a less-cash society you
have to be very clear that what kind of
goals are being set. It needs right goals,
strategy and right way of implementation. If the goal itself is mistaken, then

the strategy would not be correct,” he
said.
He said that there is a need to understand why cash is so addictive and
entrenched. He said that there are two
features of cash which makes it strong—
anonymity and ease of transaction. “As

far as the first feature is concerned, we
have to understand the importance of
strategy. As the interconnectivity in the
system enhances and you get more connected, the need of anonymity will progressively come down. There can be some
unintended consequences of losing the
anonymity,” the deputy governor said.
“During the first edition of India Banking Reforms Conclave, I had
stressed that banking reforms is the
journey and not the destination because
the system around us is so dynamic and
constantly changing that reforms would
keep on coming and one can’t say that
this is the point where we do not need
further reforms. As regulator of the sector, Reserve Bank of India plays a key role
in this reform process. But, as is natural
with change initiatives, sometimes the
stakeholders may fail to appreciate the
full import of the intended changes and
even get misled by the uninformed or at
times motivated interpretations,” he said.
Mundra said that he intends to focus
on some changes initiated by RBI and
clarify some interpretations and also
dwell briefly on expected customer behaviour in such situations.

Prompt Corrective Action
(PCA) Framework
“One of the areas which is widely debated
in the recent past is about prompt corrective action (PCA) framework of RBI. Let
me begin by highlighting recent revision
of PCA framework as an episode with
some section of media tried to present it
in a distorted manner. RBI came across
multiple misinformed communications
circulating in some sections of media,
including social media, after the revised
guidelines were issued on April 13, 2017.
Some of these campaigns appeared illmotivated and led to creating panic
among the public. Earlier, the situation
would have been different, but today in
the era of social media it has become an

entirely different thing. While the social
media has proved useful to disseminate
right kind of information, it is also vulnerable to the vested interests spreading
misinformation,” he said.
The deputy governor gave an example
of a television report that was factually
wrong. “Recently, I came across a report
on a news channel in which an anchor
was commenting on the asset quality
and PCA. The anchor, in his report, said
that India’s GDP is `144 lakh crore and
lending from banking system is `70 lakh

banks as being speculated by the anchor
in the news video, he said.

Farm loan waiver
Mundra said the presumption around
losses to the banks on account of farm
loan waiver is incorrect. “Farm loan
waiver is the decision of respective state
governments and still entails repayment
of individual loans to the banks. It is not
that the banks are debiting their P&L
and waiving the loans. Only the liability
in such cases would transfer from indi-

Cyber attacks have acquired
unprecedented scale varieties and
complexities. Banks have adopted
best technologies for securing their
networks
crore, out of which `13 lakh crore is bad
loans which is on the verge of being lost.
Let me bring in some reality in this particular case. The level of gross NPA in
the banking system is around seven lakh
crore rupees. `13 lakh crore would include restructured assets and also loans
that may potentially be stressed. But certainly, if a loan becomes non-performing, it does not mean that it is lost to the
system and cannot turn around or become productive. So, this is a case of creating an overhype. Any account becoming NPA does not mean they are going to
disappear and would never be recovered.
The amount of `6 lakh crore is lent out to
10 companies is not factual. These may
be exposures to certain groups. All industrial conglomerates have several entities within their group, including special purpose vehicles. It is too ad hoc to
assume that all entities in such a group
are under stress and all of them would simultaneously default. Also, RBI is a regulator of financial sector and is in no way
connected to the lending decisions of the

vidual farmers to the state exchequer.
Reservations expressed by the RBI on the
farm loan waiver by states are driven by
entirely different considerations,” he said.

Responsibility of the bank
customers
“In the digital era, transactions have
moved from physical to a virtual world
and from banks’ premises to the customers’ doorsteps, but this also means that
the degree of control which banks could
exercise over their customer behaviour in
past has undergone a fundamental shift.
It can’t happen in the same fashion today. Progress in technology has enabled
consumers to transact conveniently at a
place and time of their choice. However,
consumers are barely aware about what
goes behind the channel which he is using. Cyber attacks have acquired unprecedented scale varieties and complexities.
Banks have adopted best technologies for
securing their network. However, even
cars with all the latest safety features need
well trained drivers,” he said. n
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“Government bearing farm
loan waiver burden”

Deepak Kesarkar, Minister of State, Finance, Planning, and Home (Rural),
Maharashtra

M

inister of state, Finance, Planning, and
Home (Rural), Maharashtra, Deepak Kesarkar said the state
finance department is not much directly
related to the banking system in India because it is governed by the central government’s finance ministry.
The minister said that Maharashtra is
one of the states where every district has
got its cyber lab to help people. “One will
have to work in coordination with the
home department to see how cyber crime
has come down in Maharashtra. When we
are switching to the digital platform, we
have to be very cautious,” he said.
“The role of banks has become much
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loan waiver is not
putting any burden
on the banking
system. but it is the
government which
is bearing the
burden and it has
all the resources
more important than ever because the
prime minister wants to provide banking services to the last mile. We should
remember the days when the world
economy was collapsing and the Indian

economy managed to sustain only because
of the RBI. We have a very strong banking
system. Our only concern is how to reach
to the last person of the country. It can be
done through technology. India is a huge
country and has its own set of problems.
When the government came to power in
2014, it was because of the strong will of
prime minister Narendra Modi that the
banking services reached the masses. Governance plays a major role in everything.
Even, Aadhaar was very much there in the
previous government, but linking it with
all other schemes and taking benefits to
the people is something new to this country,” he said.
“Earlier, I was minister of rural development department as well. Around
20,000 out of 27,000 villages had internet
connections in Maharashtra,” he said.
He also talked about the farmer loan
waiver issue. The minister said that loan
waiver is not putting any burden on the
banking system, as it is the government
which is bearing the burden and it has all
the resources. It will overcome that burden.
But I would say that our banking system is
different from other countries where we are
paying interest to the depositors, he stated.
“A farmer will never be a defaulter unless he faces certain tough conditions like
low rainfall, then only he becomes a defaulter. Banks are not concentrating on
that part and concentrating on regular
customers, which need to be changed.
Earlier, only district cooperative banks
used to give 60-70 percent of loans to the
farmers but now the commercial banks are
also giving 75-80 per cent of loans to farmers which is a positive sign,” he said. n

“Mobile is the future
of banking”

Rajnish Kumar, Managing Director, State Bank of India

S

tate Bank of India managing
director Rajnish Kumar said
the real thrust in the field of financial inclusion (FI) in India
started in 2005 when the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) created an enabler for FI to use the services of business
facilitators and business correspondents.
Kumar said that the world has completely
changed in the last 12 years.
“A lot of initiatives, enablers and innovations happened in this period. SBI
has opened 12 crore Pradhan Mantri Jan
Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) accounts since
the scheme’s launch and today around a
total of 40-45 crore accounts have been
opened across India. Every day, SBI opens
around one lakh saving accounts, out of
which 60,000 are Jan Dhan accounts. It
was not possible without the momentous

step taken by the RBI,” Kumar said.
He talked about the uniqueness of
UPI system and Aadhaar enabled payment system. “SBI has 42 crore saving
bank accounts, which is around one third
of India’s population. Over 3.3 crore customers of SBI use internet banking while
around 1.5 crore use mobile banking services. If we look at the statistics, a huge
number of our customers are yet to use
internet and mobile banking because of
several factors,” he said.
Kumar shared some statistics related to
branch banking and digital banking at the
conclave. “Twenty percent of our transactions still happen at our branches, 42 percent on digital platforms and 38 percent
at ATMs. The shift from cash to digital is
definitely happening, but it also requires
massive efforts to make it possible. There

is a proliferation of products and options,
and consumers themselves are confused as
to what product or services to use. There
should be some clarity on that. Cash is
still most convenient. We can’t ignore the
fact that 80-90 percent people in India are
earning only `200 per day. It would be unfair to expect to people who earn such a
meager wage to shift to the digital services.
It is a big challenge,” Kumar said.
He gave an example of recharging a
satellite TV and booking railway tickets
through digital means, but raised questions whether somebody can buy vegetables at a local market or buy grocery without cash.
“In terms of convenience, nothing can
substitute cash. That’s why countries like
the US, Japan and Germany, the cash is a
component of GDP. In a country like India, where income levels and digital literacy are very low, it is very difficult to think
about the complete digital economy. Telecom connectivity in rural and semi-urban
areas is still very poor in India. Card is the
second most convenient way of transaction after which mobile and internet banking come into picture. It is not only about
the digital payments, it is also about creating infrastructure,” he said.
“Mobile is the future of banking, transactions, payments and digitisation. But
the country has only 30-32 crore smart
phones. When we are talking about
achieving the target of digitisation, we
must not ignore socio-economic reality of
our country. There will be a certain section
of population which will transit from cash
to alternate mode of payment over a period of time,” he said. n
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“People need a secure
alternate to cash”
If we have a 100
percent success
rate of an
alternate to cash,
people would
surely stop using
cash and switch
to digital. The
ATM penetration
throughout the
country has
encouraged people
not to store a pile
of cash in their
wallets
Rajkiran Rai G, MD & CEO, Union Bank of India

U

nion Bank of India MD
& CEO Rajkiran Rai
talked about people’s
dependance on cash
and the need for secure
digital banking system. He said as long
as the authorities don’t address the issue
of necessity of people to have cash, they
will never be able to reduce cash in the
system.
“Cash is used for payments and storage of value. In India, payment system
did not evolve for a long period because
of which cash was being used and continues to remain as a major payment and
settlement mode in our system. We need
to address this issue. Digital technologies
are multiplying manifold but still we are
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not able to take out cash from the system,” Rai said.
He said that even after the demonetisation, the way it is being monetised,
the country is reaching to the same level
of monetisation because people still feel
the necessity of keeping cash. We need
to go deeper into this issue and analyze
why people are comfortable with cash, he
added.
“Cash is dependable and comfortable to use. But have we found an alternate mechanism as dependable as cash?
If we have a 100 percent success rate of
an alternate to cash, people would surely
stop using cash and switch to digital. The
ATM penetration throughout the country has encouraged people not to store a

pile of cash in their wallets. However, if I
want to buy something in the market, I
definitely carry some cash in case of any
eventuality,” he said.
He said that infrastructure has to
evolve to a level where the country can
have 100 percent digital transaction and
people will not have to carry cash.
“Cash over a period of time has become a storage of value like gold and equities. When demonetisation took place,
it came as a shock to everyone and suddenly people realised that cash does not
have good storage of value because its
value got destroyed overnight. Somewhere, we have shaken the confidence of
people that cash is not a good for storage.
It needs to be taken forward,” he said. n

Internet use boosted
digital payments
Almost 50 million
Indians use
internet 50 hours
a month. Internet
applications are
the talk of the day

R Subramaniakumar, MD & CEO, Indian Overseas Bank

I

ndian Overseas Bank MD & CEO
R Subramaniakumar laid emphasis
on making efforts to become a ‘less
cash’ society. He said that cash has
a character of anonymity and the
moment it moves out of someone’s hand, it
can’t be tracked easily. He said that the major reason behind moving to a less cash society is the cash to GDP ratio being highest
in the world. “Huge money is being spent
in printing, circulating and managing the
cash by various authorities and regulators
of the government,” he said.
He also talked about some of the alternatives available with the government.
“Digital has emerged as the major alternate to cash. Internet is one of the biggest
inventions of mankind. In India, in 2001

around seven million people were using
internet which has increased to 30 times
within 15 years. Internet is one of the most
disruptive innovations in the recent past.
Now, we can’t imagine our lives without
smart phones without which we start feeling restless,” Subramaniakumar said.
“Almost 50 million Indians use internet
50 hours a month. Internet applications
are the talk of the day. Internet has created new business models and verticals like
social media. New internet applications
are driving net neutrality. The moment
we want to move towards less cash society, we probably start looking at money as
a data. E-commerce platforms are shifting the users from shopping at the stores
to shopping on the go. The internet user

community in India is growing exponentially,” he said.
He highlighted a few statistics on increasing number of internet users in the
country. “In the first 20 years of introduction of internet, 100 million users hooked
on to it and I am sure that over 100 million
new users will be using internet every year
because of increasing penetration. The
reason for internet’s exponential growth
is not only the increasing penetration, but
affordability of the devices and data plans
rolled out by service providers. Introduction of vernacular languages in the internet has increased its usage and people are
accepting it well,” he said.
He said that people’s habit and way of
doing things have changed. “Internet has
the power to impact our lives in various
sectors like education and entertainment.
Consumers having net connections first
go online to get the feel of a particular
product before buying it online where they
usually get discounts. As an instance, people often go to malls to check how a particular item looks like and then they buy it
online. This kind of disruption is not happening in the financial services that may
be one of the reasons that we are not able
to deepen products and services to the last
mile,” he said. n
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Cash is injurious to
economy: Hota

AP Hota, MD & CEO, National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)

N

ational Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)
MD & CEO AP Hota
spoke of three major issues in his inaugural
speech — cash being injurious to the economy, role of infrastructure and literacy
to achieve government’s dream of 25 billion digital transactions and ‘mobile first’
strategy.
“You might have seen in the old days ‘no
smoking’ banners used to be put to sensitise people about hazards of smoking. Over
a period of time, number of people smoking has plummeted significantly. To build a
less cash economy, a little bit of education
and sensitisation programme is necessary.
Digital payments are undoubtedly better
than cash and the latter is now becoming
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injurious to economy. In order to create
a less cash society, we need to look at the
negative aspects of the cash-rich society,”
he said.
Hota pointed out that the government
has to make a lot of efforts to print cash
and take it to the issue offices of RBI and
then transfer it to thousands of currency
chests for final circulation.
“Printing cost of currency is about
`2,000-4,000 crore and another `16,000
crore is being spent on circulating it by the
banking industry. The efforts that go into
currency circulation can be reduced significantly. Cash leads to corruption, pilferage,
black economy, counterfeiting, terror financing. It is better for the country to move
away from cash. India’s currency in circulation to GDP ratio is much higher than

many countries in the world that needs to
come down. After demonetisation, it has
come down to a significant level but after
remonetisation it has again gone up. Even
countries like the US and Japan are cashrich countries, but they are making efforts
to minimise the usage of cash,” Hota said.
“For achieving the target of 25 billion
digital transactions, the government has
set up a machinery consisting of RBI and
NPCI. RBI is closely monitoring the situation. We have a number of electronic payment systems like RuPay card which is
country’s own card, new generation IMPS
and UPI. Unified payments interface is
now gaining momentum. We have started
national electronic toll collection (ETC) at
a few national highways to facilitate cashless transactions,” he said.
Hota said that around 1.3 billion digital
transactions took place every month in the
period of April to June this year. He said
that for a country like India, there should
be at least 10 million PoS devices against
the existing three million terminals to facilitate massive digital transactions. Even
Brazil has got seven million PoS terminals
and China possesses 17 million such devices, he said.
“RBI and many banks are conducting financial literacy campaigns to make
people aware of digital banking related developments. The time has come when payments should be made 100 percent digital
in a few departments in a phase wise manner. India has close to 300 million smart
phones. Besides, the country does have a
very sound regulatory framework for mobile banking so smart phones can be leveraged to the optimum,” Hota said. n

Financial inclusion in
digital economy
Mayank K Mehta,
Executive Director, Bank
of Baroda
When we talk about the digital part
of financial inclusion, we need to
coin a new term called digital inclusion. We have done a lot in financial
inclusion and reached meaningful financial inclusion, which is not confined only to the opening of bank accounts but also extended
to micro-credit and insurance products as well as remittance
products. So that has already matured and now what is required
to be done is digitisation. For that, we will have to run a new
project called digital inclusion. Thanks to service and technology providers which are giving comfort and confidence to the
banks, the latter will have to implement some new products.
For literacy part, it is like you provide mobile phone to someone
and he does not know how to operate it. So, that has to be taken
care of, and if that is done, then I think we have achieved both
financial and digital inclusion.

Indra Mallo, ViceChairman & Managing
Director, Mahila Arthik
Vikas Mahamandal
I come from a women’s economic
development organisation, and we
deal with self-help groups (SHGs).
There is a big movement of self-help
groups all across the country, including Maharashtra. When you talk about financial literacy, these
women in self-help groups are already oriented to it. They are
taught book keeping. These women have opened accounts, becoming familiar with banking and credit, and are going beyond
financial literacy kind of module to shape their investment.
Recently, Mahila Arthik Vikas Mahamandal was in talks with
CRISIL foundation for rolling out financial literacy in a few districts of Maharashtra. We will hopefully do this. But, regarding
basic bank linkage, a lot of groundwork has already been done.
Another thing which comes to my mind which may or may not

be relevant are the NPS; it has in-built equity distributed mutual
fund kind of options for those who are in the income tax net.

Sakshi Varma, Senior
Financial Sector
Specialist, World Bank
Group
When we talk about financial inclusion, it is about multiple products like
payment, insurance and investment.
So, digitisation has affected different
people differently. For people like us,
payment is something that has really
picked up. But, there are other people who have benefitted with
the digitsation in services like credit, savings, remittances, etc. If
products like insurance or mutual fund are still not mature, then
digitsation is going to take some time. Right now, we are educating people about these products. But, products like IMPS or
BHIM app are beneficial for remittances for those who work in
Delhi and whose village is in some far off place.
FinTechs are coming quickly in multiple forms, lending platform, crowd funding and various tools. But, we need to keep pace
with regulations. For example, the RBI has some draft guidelines
on online lending, so regarding regulation, we need to move as
fast as technology is evolving. There are multiple types of lending platforms that are coming up like peer-to-peer lending, lending to a business set of B2B, crowd funding from individual to a
business. A lot of innovation, experimentation, and investment
is happening on that front.
Services that are available to the low-income group are loans
and savings, and FinTechs are making lots of difference there.
For instance, now you have many BCs helping financially excluded people to open savings account and even remittances to
some extent. Loans are now available through some of these online platforms. But, when we talk about products like insurance
and mutual funds, one can’t expect FinTechs to play a bigger
role here. Another thing is security and awareness, especially
when people are financially excluded, one has to work hard on
creating awareness about using these platforms appropriately
and safely, particularly in a country like India where people do
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not understand the basics of it. In fact, it is common for people
in India to go to the ATM and ask someone else to withdraw
money, which should never happen.

PC Panigrahi, General
Manager (FI), Union
Bank of India
Financial Inclusion is digitally expanding its reach, scale and scope.
The country is investing a lot in technology, hardware and software. But,
further investment in people is necessary. There are three things - first is
the service, another is the user and the last one is the provider.
The provider may be strong, there may be many services. But,
what is required to understand is who all are the users and what
is their objective and how it can be fulfilled. So, the country
needs to invest in people and technology.

PK Gupta, General
Manager (FI), Central
Bank of India
Business opportunities increase with
increase in number of players in the
market. More the payment and small
banks, more will be the business.
When private banks came into existence many years back, PSU banks
were concerned that their business
will go away or be impacted, but nothing like that happened.
Both of us are growing at the same pace and thriving. So, there
is no scope of insecurities from payment banks and small
banks. We look forward to doing business with them and tying
up with them. They are a challenge for us, but I do not see them
as a threat.

Sameer Shah, Vice
President, IndusInd
Bank Ltd
The customers will move to digital.
To begin with, we need to have the
combination of physical and digital. Hence, to let customer adopt the
digital initiatives, we need to adopt
the assisted model in which they can
understand, appreciate and adopt. In the near future, we will
move from phygital (an amalgamation of physical and digital banking model) to entirely digital. The second point is the
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TAT (turn around time) will improve with digital initiatives.
With the RBI relaxing and allowing OTP based opening of accounts, now we can open accounts in minutes. With biometric based e-KYC, things have improved drastically in terms
of turnaround time, which are now reduced to a few minutes
from 24-48 hours earlier. Also, Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS) has also improved matters. The government initiative making Aadhaar mandatory for all new accounts and
existing accounts by January, 2018 is a significant step in this
direction. That is going to help the banks and customers in a
big way.

Ravi Gopalakrishnan,
Head-Equities, Canara
Robeco
It is about how one transforms the
entire habit of savings and moves
around risk reward curve between
deposits on one side and equities on
the other. One has to strike that balance. We organise seminars to create
that literacy. Now, coming to the technology part. Fortunately,
the regulator here is extremely ahead regarding giving that confidence and mutual funds are perhaps the most regulated sector. It instills a lot of confidence in the investors. In the US, it is
compulsory saving where part of your salary will go to the areas
where you want to invest. It could be fixed income within mutual funds, equities, balanced funds, or bank deposit. There is a
combination of all of that. We need to move into that direction
whereby there must be some compulsory savings distributed
across all the products.

Vikrant Ponkshe,
Advisor Retail Banking,
SVC Co-operative Bank
Ltd
Overall feedback from customers on
digitisation is exemplary. It is a convenience the customers are looking
for. However, in the entire chain
what they still want is a bit of hand
holding. Why do we have priority banking? We have personal
bankers even in the ICICI, HDFC banks for the reason that
if you need to invest in a mutual fund, you need a personal
nod from a person to ensure that I am taking the right decision. Human psychology is not entirely geared up with technology to take that plunge. That is the role co-operative banks
are playing.

I am working on connecting the dots in financial inclusion space. Cooperative banks have been existing for the last
100 years without profit as the motive, yet active in this space.
There was a time when BCs were appointed for daily collection by cooperative banks because there were lots of fraud and
disputes. But, adoption of technology has brought in a level of
transparency and security. Turnaround time has also improved
considerably.

Shashi Kumar JV, Vice
President-FinTech,
Evolute Group
Challenges for innovation in financial inclusion are transaction security and lack of interoperability. As
an example, in a shop they keep 4-5
machines for transactions by different cards. We provide such a solution
that a single device can be used for all cards. We are focusing on
Omni channel and making more return on investment for small
and mid-level merchants. Still, there are shops and retailers who
do not keep machines to avoid charges and complexities with
payment disbursement and poor user experience. Battery life of
the devices provided to them is also poor and they usually last
for 3-4 hours. Can these devices be used in the rural segment?
Can BC (banking correspondents) carry these devices? So we
make devices, which last for 24-48 hours and some can last even
for a week. These points are important in reaching our financial
inclusion goals.
For transaction security, people have a lot of doubt about
Aadhaar based payments, so recently UIDAI announced RD
(Registered Device) service for all device manufacturers in the
country. Earlier, any merchant could buy a device and use it
for Aadhaar based authentication. On some complaints of discrepancies in a few cases, UIDAI has made a provision of RD
under which every device manufacturer has to register the device, which is getting used with Aadhaar in UIDAI server. Any
transaction that happens on the device will be recorded along
with the manufacturer’s details and solution provider’s details.
In case of any malfunction, first, the device manufacturers will
be caught. From July-end, registration has become mandatory,
otherwise the device will stop working. We will be the first POS
vendor in India to be registered. We are giving banks in writing
that we will take the responsibility if anything goes wrong. What
cloud players could not give to the banks, we are giving that
assurance and taking responsibility for any illegal transaction
from our devices. We have 70,000-80,000 devices getting used
in the rural segment.

Bhaumik Shah, National
Business Head, Capita
World
We at Capita World are helping people, right from a tea vendor to a conglomerate, in disbursing the funds.
We look into authentication of data
from various government sources.
We get their entire data filled up in
the form automatically. Even, if there
is low literacy in the area, substantial percent of the form is
automatically filled up depending on the product segment. We
have the concept of one form where in all the data required by
any banker, will be received by them in the format that they are
used to seeing.
The second thing that we are facing is that many banks
prefer physical presence or ‘phygital’. Now, the question that
we need to ask ourselves is, are we heading towards eliminating the intermediaries of the financial market? Because there
are Direct Sales Agents (DSA) of each and every bank and
as soon as digital players come into the picture, this thing
has to complement the banking sector. When a banker goes
for marketing and gets the proposal, they at least incur 4-5
percent of the direct cost, DSA 3 percent and digital players
1.5 percent. Now, which platforms will the banker choose?
But, as we are planning to expand beyond western India, we
are finding it difficult to convince the banks at the local level
even to come and see the proposal in digital media and sanction it accordingly. They still give preference to originally see
and verified (OSV) and personal discussion (PD) to disburse
the funds.

Abizer Diwanji, Partner &
National Leader-Financial
Services, Ernst & Young
If you see the products where digitisation has benefitted, primarily it
is payments. Digitisation is thriving. Writing cheque is something
we know and we have done for a
long time so to move that to digital
for those services was easy, but to invest in a mutual fund is
a tough decision especially on digital. For a rural guy to put
money in a bank is a tough decision and then utilising that
money through a digital channel is also challenging. So first
we need to provide literacy to make digital financial inclusion
more effective. I hope Bharat will move from phygital to digital quickly. n
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Technology roadmap for
secure digital economy
MA Khan, MD & CEO,
IDBI Intech Ltd
In order to grow in the evolving
digital world, banks have to be fully
digital. This means more than just
paying lip-service in the form of Internet banking and mobile banking.
It means embracing digital thinking,
enabling scalability, enhancing customer analytics and delivering services directly to customers at
a time and place that suits them.
Digital transformation driven by artificial intelligence and
cloud computing have the potential to transform both front office and back office operations and provide the required agility
and elasticity to meet the growing customer expectations.

Butchi Babu Burra,
Adviser IT, Bank of India
Why are we confusing customers
with lots of products (multiple wallets, cards, BHIM, etc.) for a transaction rather than making it easy? Do I
need an instrument to transact or can
I transact anywhere? Whether the
digitisation is to include the people
or to make my transaction cheaper. Among all the kind of apps
which are floating, probably the best idea (in the recent past) is
UPI, where you download the app and start transacting.

CA Jayant Gokhale,
Chairman, Audit
Committee, Syndicate
Bank
About digital security, my observations are that the focus of technical
people tends to be more on systems.
I look at it with a slightly different
perspective as ultimately the proof of
the pudding is in the eating. I don’t
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care what system is running in the background. What I am concerned about is the output and its cost effectiveness. I have got
two red flags to highlight; one is we all are focusing on NPA. As
I see looming on the horizon the next threat before NPA dies
down is the fraud threat, and I think it is accentuated by the
fact that digital provides the anonymity, which enables crime.
Therefore, one factor that I flagged as the emerging threat in
the banking industry is a risk of frauds. The second is unique
to Indian banking partly because we had a large background of
public sector banks, which are more regulated by checklist and
are more compliance oriented rather than result oriented.

Subrata Gupta, Chief
General Manager - FI
& Banking Technology,
NABARD
Information security is the area
where it has to be preached that faster the information travels within the
organisation, faster we can take security measures. Another problem area
that needs to be addressed especially from the security point of
view is the outsourcing of the business. Many business items are
outsourced, and lots of problems can come from that side. I am
of the firm opinion that there has to be some regulatory sandbox
for testing technology. There are multiple technologies coming
in the field, which one should I take, which one I shouldn’t. How
do I test and who tests it? How independent is that?

TV Ramanmurthy,
General Manager-IT,
Bank of Maharashtra
More than security, our concern is
frauds. Our bank has a lot of middle class and lower middle class
customers throughout Maharashtra and elsewhere. The most common form of fraud is phishing
where these people call and ask for

password and the customer is ready to share the debit card
number and other details. This is going to be one of the biggest challenges. Every day there are a couple of queries asking
when will I get my lost money. Thanks to RBI, now they have
come up with a policy that the customer liability is limited in
the case of an unauthorised transaction. Now, forgery in the
transaction will not directly affect the customer, and it adds
over digitisation and financial inclusion. Apart from that, digital transactions are cheaper. When a customer walks into a
bank, then the cost of transaction for the bank comes out to
be `54 whereas in case of digital transaction, it costs `3-4. We
can use the particular fund – amount saved by adopting digital technology – in creating digital education fund. With this
fund, we can educate gullible customers, particularly the Jan
Dhan account holders to adopt the digital technology with all
security and confidence.

Ashutosh Jain, Chief
Information Security
Officer, Axis Bank
Mobile banking services are provided by either banks or various other
ecosystems behind the bank to the
customers. So, the services the bank
provides are safe and secure to that
extent, and not misused from the
end point perspective. Then there
are responsibilities like the users have to ensure safety and
security of end points. For example, everybody knows about
routed devices, antiquated devices and lots of malicious applications not to be used on the same mobile, which is used for
mobile banking. These basic precautions from customers are
required so that it becomes a shared responsibility. Globally,
two years back, there were 2 billion users having digital identity across the world out of total approx 6 billion global population. Now that 2 billion has suddenly swelled to 4 billion digital identities across the world, which means 2 billion people
have suddenly come into the ecosystem which is a huge number. It is actually 100 percent jump in last two years. Naturally
these people are not the part of the earlier ecosystem and not
savvy as the first 2 billion people. These people are definitely
susceptible to all kinds of risks such as phishing and all kind
of digital crimes. They probably are not aware and cautious of
all the responsibilities that they have to discharge. So it is the
common responsibility among all the institutions, irrespective of what they are, to educate these people. So, you have to
maintain the same rigor to educate them and ensure that they
are doing the right things while getting them on board.

Rajendra Bhalerao, Chief
Information Security
Officer, NPCI
Apps have to be cost effective, but the
security assessment cannot be compromised. Usually, people tend to go
for open source, but they need to understand there are lots of vulnerabilities associated with that as well. From
the cyber security perspective, if we
look at the apps we have developed like BHIM, UPI, we ensure
that we have necessary controls in place, we have control over
Google app store i.e. on which it is getting uploaded. We have
informed the banks particularly about the phishing and rogue
apps. Quite often we have interactions with CERT-In. They have
come and conducted audit with us too. We are associated with
CERT-Fin, which tackles anti-fraud (email related). One most
important point about cyber security is the threat vectors are
increasing day-by-day. There are different threat vectors, which
gives us sleepless nights. So necessary skills to address these
threats becomes a big challenge for everyone. Analytics will
play a key role.

Nabankur Sen, Chief
Information Security
Officer, Bandhan Bank
We started with the customer base
of about 50 lakh in microfinance,
including rural areas and the poor.
It has increased to 70 lakh now.
The challenge concerning the digital
economy is educating these customers. Securing the digital economy is
about creating awareness on how they are duped. Some people
are always on the prowl for phishing attack. It is very difficult to
teach rural and poor people that they are being deceived. We
are trying to find out the solution and the one solution we are
thinking is that we must analyse the customer and then give
the product. We should do the customer profiling and understand which products they need. So the digital product which
we circulate or place in the entire channel, we must analyse
the need beforehand. There is a term in information security
“Deny all, allow restricted”. The other thing is the digital products are coming; the security of products lies in the security
of the process. The process includes getting the customer on
board, issuing the ATM card, file generation, and file movement in the organisation. This entire process should be looked
into by the security staff. They should test and then certify. The
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process of certification is very important. We have seen many
instances of fraud in the recent past, which happened due to
some faults in the process. Another thing is that the analytics
should be done very judiciously, and also the online products
should be comprehensive and mandatorily certified by an external body.

Raghava Rachuri, Chief
Information Security
Officer, SIDBI
In today’s world of business transformation, you can’t move data in silos.
You need to integrate and unleash the
3D’s of data – diverse, distributed and
dynamic data. You have to integrate
them across not only on an enterprise
level but also on the cloud. Now data-centric businesses are the
order of the day, and we have to tear down the barriers i.e. digital barriers, the business barriers and unify the data. But security is the challenge. Earlier, security was always an after thought,
and most of the times the business head will announce the release date and say security will be discussed later. But now that
has changed. Now, the business head will send the report first
and ask for clearance before launching the software, that is the
key change. We also face key challenges in getting quality data

and getting it in dynamic and current form. We require strong
standards which are vital for the growth of the digital economy.
But then who will decide these standards, whether business
and consumers or technology companies through the standard
bodies or government. So these are the key questions that need
to be addressed. We have to have a good balance between the
standards and also the flexibility regarding innovation and development. One of the challenges we face in the SME sector
is how do we adopt digital economy and digital payment in
SME sector. Many of you have heard about FinTech companies.
They are bringing a lot of new innovative products which by
just filling the few pages of data online, they collect the data in
a non-intrusive way. Every time these people, when they do an
online transaction, or they browse, they leave digital footprints.
So, we can use strong analytical tools to find out what are the
business and non-business transactions that they are doing and
we can find out whether the finance is being used for business
purpose. The same thing is done by FinTech companies to find
out the customers’ needs, and they can give working capital
online within days. There is humongous amount of data. You
require right kind of skill sets and technology. We require the
PPT - people, process and technology. Even though technology
is an enabler and also gives the platform, it is the process and
people with right skill sets, which will sustain and realise the
transformation. n
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